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ABSTRACT
Human alphoid DNA is characterized by long tandem arrays of
170 bp repeating units located primarily at the centrqmeric
or pericentromeric regions of chromosomes.

These alphoid

sequences are organized into a variety of discrete families
both with respect to restriction enzyme periodicities and
sequence

relatedness,

chromosome-specific
been no

and

alphoid

organizations.

detailed studies

multiple

certain

alphoid

However,

concerning the

families

families

on

the

there

have
have

organization of

same

chromosome.

Hybridization conditions have been established which permit
the

organization

subfamilies to

of

be

various

studied

alphoid

families

independently of

and

one another.

Three different alphoid families and five subfamilies of
the Eco RI 340-680 bp family have been found on chromosome
21, and each has a distinct pattern of organization both on
this

chromosome

alphoid

and

sequences

in

the

total

genome.

All

of

studied exist on other chromosomes

addition to chromosome 21.

the
in

Results of copy number studies

show that some subfamilies are represented by as few as 50
copies on chromosome 21, whereas other subfamilies may be
found in as many as 4500 copies on the same chromosome.
Using

somatic

cell

hybrids

which

contain

fragments

of

chromosome 21 with and without the centromere, it has been
possible

to

determine

the

arrangement

of

the

alphoid

families and subfamilies on chromosome 21 relative to the
centromere.

While two of the alphoid families have some

members which are centromeric in location, the majority of
the alphoid sequences are paracentromeric and limited to
the short arm of the chromosome.

The position of the fa-

milies relative to each other have also been identified,
leading for the first time to preliminary construction of
an alphoid centromeric map of a single chromosome.
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INTRODUCTION
A significant, but markedly variable component of the
mammalian

genome

is

composed

of

highly

repeated

DNA

sequences.

These sequences may be interspersed throughout

the genome or may be found in clusters of tandem repeats.
The
repeated
Alpha

most

sequence

DNA was

comprises
quences

abundant

(alphoid

first

15-20%

with
DNA)

in

a

and best

humans
found

is
in

have

degree
been

alphoid
African

of the total
high

characterized

DNA

of

found

repetitive
Green

(Singer,

similarity
in

tandemly

all

monkey
1982).

to

alpha

primates

including humans (Kurnit and Maio, 1973).

DNA.
and
SeDNA

studied

There is a high

degree of similarity both in repeat length and nucleotide
sequence
humans

between

alphoid

repeats

(Manuelidis and Wu,

of

1978).

lower

primates

and

The basic character-

istics shared by all alphoid sequences are that they occur
as tandemly arranged monomer repeats of approximately 170
bp, and that all families thus far isolated have been found
to be centromeric in location.
In
identified

humans,
as

alphoid

tandemly

satellite

repeated

340

DNA

was

or

680

originally
bp

Eco

RI

fragments in which the 340 bp dimer was composed of two 170
bp monomer units

(Wu and Manuelidis,

1980).

Since the

first human alphoid family was isolated, studies of alphoid
satellite

DNA

have

revealed

substantially

geneity than initially suggested.
1

more

hetero-

There appear to be a

2

large

number

of

variants

that

have

arisen

because

of

mutations that alter previously existing restriction sites
or create new sites.

These variants can be classified as

alphoid families and subfamilies both with respect to their
degree

of

sequence

periodicities.
among

many

relatedness

These

alphoid

chromosomes

but

and

restriction

sequences
the

are

copies

enzyme

distributed

on

individual

chromosomes tend to be more similar to each other than they
are to

copies on other chromosomes

(Yang et al.,

Tyler-Smith and Brown, 1987).

Some

individual

become

chromosomes

have

alphoid

1982;

sequences

isolated

and

on
have

diverged so much that chromosome specific repeats occur,
marked

by

characteristic

restriction

enzymes

fragment

(Yang

et

lengths

al.,

1982;

produced
Waye

et

by
al.,

1987a) .
Precise information on the organization of alphoid
families
because

and
of

subfamilies

the

high

has

degree of

been

difficult

to

obtain

sequence similarity both

within and between alphoid families. Thus it has not been
possible to investigate various aspects of alphoid family
organization, such as the number of alphoid families on a
single chromosome, the genomic and chromosomal organization
of these families and subfamilies, or the copy number of
these

sequences

chromosomes.

in

the

full

genome

and

on

particular

Previous studies (see Literature Review) have

emphasized that each human chromosome has its own specific

3

alphoid family.
sence

of

mosome,

However this does not preclude the pre-

additional
and

examining

indeed

the

full

alphoid
there

sequences

have

alphoid

been

on a

no

sequence

given chro-

careful

studies

organization

on

a

single chromosome.
The
content

present

and

study

organization

examines
on

a

alphoid

the

single

sequence

chromosome.

The

single chromosome used in these studies was chromosome 21,
which was chosen because it is the smallest chromosome in
the human genome

(Gusella et al.,

1985).

This gives the

largest centromeric DNA/non-centromeric DNA ratio possible,
thus allowing for easier analysis of alphoid sequences in
the centromeric region.

Chromosome 21 is also important to

study since non-disjunction and translocation, which sometime occur at the centromeric region of this chromosome
result in the common genetic disorder known as Trisomy 21
or Down Syndrome (Smith and Warren, 1985; Schmickel et al.,
1985) .
Stringent hybridization conditions which allow base
pair mismatch
blished,

as

low

as

3-4%

have

recently

been

esta-

and therefore permit a cloned alphoid repeat to

hybridize only with other members of the same family or
subfamily

(Doering et al.,

1987).

This has permitted an

examination of the organization of various alphoid families
and subfamilies in the full genome and on chromosome 21.
Three different alphoid families and five subfamilies of

4

the Eco RI 340-680 bp family have been found on chromosome
21, and each has a distinct pattern of organization both on
this chromosome and in the total genome.
what is emphasized in the literature,

In contrast to

this work provides

clear evidence that more than one alphoid family can reside
on a single chromosome.
studied were

All the families and subfamilies

found on chromosome 21.

Copy numbers were

determined for each family and subfamily studied, and the
results suggest that alphoid sequences are not distributed
in the genome according to any regular pattern.

The use of

DNA from cell lines containing fragments of chromosome 21
has permitted construction of an alphoid centromeric map of
this

chromosome,

giving

some

idea of how these

alphoid

families are located in relation to each other and to the
centromere.

While

some members

of two of the

families

reside at the centromeric region of this chromosome,

the

majority of the alphoid sequences are paracentromeric and
limited to

the

short

arm.

The overall organization of

alphoid sequences in this region suggests a possible explanation for the

frequent

recombinations and transloca-

tions involving chromosome 21.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Eucaryotic genomes in general are made up of both
unique

and

single

copy

present

in

fraction

repetitive
sequences
many
of

repetitive
sequences

sequences.

copies

the
DNA

or

whereas
and

genome
is

Unique

sequences

are

repetitive

sequences

are

account

in

higher

organized

tandemly

for

repeated

as

a

significant

eukaryotes.

The

either

interspersed

sequences.

Interspersed

repeats are repetitive sequences present as single copies
at many loci in the genome.

In humans the Alu family is

the best example of this type.
sequences consists of a

This family of repeated

basic unit of approximately 300

base-pairs (bp) and makes up at least 3% of the total human
genome

(Houck et al.,

1979).

It is interspersed at many

loci on the chromosomes and is present in about 300,000
copies per haploid genome.
Tandemly Repeated Sequences
Tandemly

repeated

sequences

have

a

basic

unit

of

repetition which is present as multiple adj a cent copies.
These

tandemly

repeated

sequences

are

not

transcribed

(Darling et al., 1982). The term "satellite" was originally
used to describe highly repeated DNA sequences which were
isolated

in

density

salt

gradients

as

distinct

bands,

separate from the main band of DNA (Prosser et al., 1981).
Recently,

the word "satellite" has been used to describe

any tandem arrangement of highly repeated
5

DNA sequences

6

(Lee et al., 1982),
the

main

band of

including those that are found within
DNA.

These tandem repeats

are

named

according to the restriction enzyme that cuts the major
repeat of the family as well as the length of the major
repeat.
An example of a tandemly repeated sequence in humans
is

the

Sau3A

family

(Menevri

et

al.,

1985)

which

was

isolated by density salt gradients yielding G + c-rich DNA
molecules.
length.
the

Hinf

This family is composed of repeats 68 bp in
Another tandemly repetitive family in humans is
family

(Shimizu

et

al.,

consists of a 319 bp repeating unit.

1983)

whose

repeat

This 319 bp repeat is

composed of two distict subunits of 172 bp and 147 bp which
have

70%

molecular

sequence
cloning

similarity
and

DNA

between

them.

sequencing have

Although

provided

for

structural analysis of these untranscribed sequences, their
function remains a mystery.
Alphoid Repetitive DNA
The

most

abundant

and

best

characterized

repeated sequence in humans is alphoid DNA.

tandemly

Alpha DNA, was

first found in African green monkey where it comprises 1520% of the total DNA (Singer, 1982; Kurnit and Maio, 1973;
Segal et al., 1976).

This DNA bands as a satellite whose

buoyant density differs from that of main band DNA.
digested with the restriction enzyme Hind III,
in a basic repeating unit of 172 bp

When

it results

(Rosenberg et al.,

7

1978).

This

sequence

tandem

arrays

is organized

containing

a

into extremely

minimum

of

450

long

alpha

DNA

monomers (Madhani et al., 1986).
Sequences with a high degree of similarity to alpha
DNA (alphoid DNA) have been found in all primates studied
including humans (Kurnit and Maio, 1973, Wu and Manuelidis,
1980) .

The basic characteristics shared by all alphoid

sequences are that they occur as tandemly arranged monomer
repeats of approximately 170 bp and that all families thus
far

isolated are found,

centromeric

in

by in situ hybridization,

location.

There

is

a

high

to be

degree

of

similarity both in repeat length and nucleotide sequence
between alphoid repeats of lower primates and humans. For
example,
alphoid

there

is

sequence

65%
of

sequence

African

(Manuelidis and Wu, 1978).

similarity

green

monkey

between
and

the

humans

Thus, the conservation of this

complex repeated sequence from monkey to man suggests that
such repeated sequences may have specific and biologically
important functions in the genome.
The first alphoid sequence to be studied in humans
was the 340 or 680 bp Eco RI
human

genome

with

the

family.

restriction

Digestion of the

endonuclease

Eco

RI

reveals two prominent fragments of lengths 680 and 340 bp
(Manuelidis,

1976).

These two alphoid repeats constitute

about 3% of the human genome, the 340 bp band making up 2%
of the genome while a further 1% is composed of the 680 bp

8

repeat

(Manuelidis

1980).

The copy number of the 340-680 bp Eco RI family is

approximately

1978;

220,000

Shmookler

copies

per

Reis

and

haploid

Goldstein

genome,

with

175,000 copies being ascribed to the 340 bp repeat and the
680 bp tetramer contributing 45,000 copies (Schmookler Reis
and Goldstein,

1980).

Sequence studies of the 340 bp Eco

RI fragment show it to consist of two tandem subunits of
171 and 169 bp that have 27% sequence variation with respect to each other (Wu and Manuelidis, 1980).
fragment

is composed of two 340 bp dimers

central Eco RI site is missing.
differ in sequence by

1~
0.

The 680 bp

in which the

The two 340 bp subunits

These discrete 340 and 680 bp

fragments were eluted electrophoretically from digests of
total genomic DNA and sequenced.

This sequence was his-

torically defined as the human alphoid consensus sequence
(Wu

and

fraction

Manuelidis,

1980) .

However,

of alphoid DNA molecules

a

considerable

remained uncut during

digestion so that divergent subpopulations would have been
ignored in determining the consensus sequence.
Since then,
from

the

other researchers have isolated clones

340 bp Eco RI

family

and have compared their

sequences to that of the consensus.
divergence

was

found

originally anticipated.

among

the

A great deal more

alphoid

repeats

than

No two clones had sequences that

were identical to each other or to the consensus sequence.
In one study,

the clones differed from the consensus at

9

The sites where base sub-

anywhere from 1 to 41 sites.
stitutions

occurred

were

clustered

rather

than

randomly distributed throughout the sequence
al., 1986).

being

(Furlong et

In another study, three 680 bp tetramers were

cloned and sequenced.
sequence by 30 to
whether adjacent

Adjacent 170 bp subunits differed in

45% while dimers varied by 13 to 20%

or otherwise.

The

sequence mismatches

were distributed unevenly across the 170 bp repeating unit,
with two highly conserved regions adjacent to clusters of
insertions and deletions (Shmookler Reis et al., 1985).

In

another study Jorgensen and co-workers (1986) found repeats
with anywhere from O to 20% sequence divergence from the
340 bp Eco RI consensus.

Recently, a variant member of the

340 Eco RI family has been found on three different nucleolus organizing
gensen et al.,

(NOR)
1987).

chromosomes -

13,

21,

and 22

(Jor-

This 340 bp repeat has a sequence

divergence of 25% from the 340 Eco RI consensus sequence.
Thus, there appears to be a large number of variants
that have arisen because of point mutations, and these can
alter previously existing restriction sites or create new
sites.

These variants can be classified as other alphoid

families and subfamilies both with respect to higher order
repeat units (defined by restriction enzyme periodicities)
and

sequence

relatedness.

However,

these

variants

are

still alphoid in nature since they all contain diverged 170
bp monomer units which are repeated in tandem.

There is

10
controversy concerning how an alphoid family is defined.
some researchers suggest that all alphoid sequences belong
to one

family,

the

alphoid

family

(Choo et al.,

1988) .

others regard an alphoid sequence that is specific to a
particular

chromosome

(Wolfe et al. ,

1985) .

as

an

individual

In this thesis,

alphoid

family

two alphoid se-

quences will be defined as belonging to separate families
if they differ with respect to restriction enzyme periodicities and have a >25% sequence divergence with respect to
each other.
It has become clear that the sequences in many alphoid families are actually composed of a number of subfamilies.

Jorgensen and co-workers (1986) isolated thirty

clones containing the Eco RI 340 bp dimer.
identical

nucleotide changes

On the basis of

at corresponding positions,

the individual repeat units could be shown to belong to one
of several distinct subfamilies.

According to this study

there are two groups of subfamilies,
quence divergence

(0 to 4%)

those with low se-

from the 340 bp Eco RI con-

sensus sequence and those with high divergence
consensus, in the range of 10 to 20%.

from the

In this thesis, an

alphoid subfamily will include those sequences which have
the same basic restriction enzyme periodicities and contain
only O to 4% sequence mismatch.

Subfamilies for each fam-

ily can be classified in the same manner.
Since

the

original

alphoid

satellite

consensus

11

sequence was established many other major alphoid families
and

subfamilies

modified

human

have
alpha

been

discovered.

satellite

consensus

Recently,

two

sequences

have

been derived.

One came from published data of 145 individ-

ually

and

sequenced

from

the

cloned

predominantly
Choo, 1987).
the

complete

340-680

EcoRI

alphoid
family

monomers,

(Vissel and

These clones came from various chromosomes in

genome.

Short

runs

of nucleotides

are

seen to be

highly conserved throughout the repeats that contribute to
this consensus.

The other consensus sequence was derived

from sequence comparison of 153 monomer units, representing
a variety of

families

from at

least 12 different human

chromosomes (Waye and Willard, 1987).

There are no posi-

tions of strict nucleotide sequence conservation in this
consensus sequence.
Alphoid Families on Multiple Chromosomes
Many

alphoid

chromosome.

families

are

found

on more than one

The human alphoid Eco RI 340-680 bp family can

be found at the centromeres of many autosomes.
hybridization

shows

the

highest

concentration

In situ
on

chro-

mosomes 1, 3, 7, 10, and 19 (Manuelidis 1978).
The p82H sequence also represents an alphoid family
found on multiple chromosomes.

By in situ hybridization,

it was found that this family is located at the centromeres
of all human chromosomes including the Y, with chromosome

12
14

showing the highest level

mosome 8 the lowest

of hybridization and chro-

(Mitchell et al. ,

1985) .

Other re-

searchers have confirmed the presence of this sequence at
every human centromere

(Aleixandre et al.,

1987).

p82H

lacks the regular 340 bp spacing of the Eco RI sites that
the prototype alphoid sequence possesses
dis, 1980).

(Wu and Manueli-

However, this p82H family has a regular 170 bp

spacing of Hae III sites indicating its repetitive nature.
No higher order repeats of this sequence exist, since there
are no other restriction endonuclease periodicities within
the 82H domain (Waye et al., 1988).

The average mismatch

of the p82H monomer sequence to the 340 bp alphoid consensus sequence was 44% to subunit I while an average of
52% was obtained when the p82H monomer sequence was compared to subunit II of the human 340 bp alphoid consensus
sequence (Mitchell et al., 1985). Recently, the location of
the p82H family has been questioned.
study,

According to a recent

under conditions of extremely high stringency the

p82H sequence hybridizes solely to a low-copy or singlecopy alphoid domain located at the peri-centromeric region
of chromosome 14 (Waye et al., 1988).

This indicates that

hybridization conditions influence the apparent location of
alphoid

families.

If conditions are stringent enough a

particular alphoid clone may be localized to

its unique

locus in the genome, since it will not hybridize to closely
related members of its family.
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The p308 family is an alphoid sequence that hybridizes to multiple chromosomes in the human genome and is
organized as 3.0 kb Barn HI or Taq I fragments (Jabs et al.,
1984).

In situ hybridization revealed that this alphoid

family is present at the centromeres of all human autosomes
and

the

X chromosome.

This

sequence

is

significantly

enriched on chromosomes 1, 3, 6, 12, and 19 with chromosome
6 showing the highest amount of hybrid- ization
al., 1984).

(Jabs et

The p308 repeat is likely related to the 2.0

kb X chromosome-specific alphoid repeat described by Yang
et al.(1982), since p308 hybridizes to 2.0 kb Barn HI tandem
repeats on the X chromosome (Jabs et al., 1984).
The Sau3A alphoid family is another alphoid family
which
1986).

is

found

on multiple chromosomes

(Kiyama

et

al. ,

This alphoid family is distinct from another non-

alphoid G + c-rich Sau3A repetitive family mentioned earlier (Meneveri et al., 1985).

This Sau3A alphoid family has

a basic unit of 849 bp which further consists of five subunits each approximately 170 bp long.
was

estimated to be present

genome.

in

This repetitive unit

1000 copies per haploid

Between 70.5% and 73.7% sequence similarity was

detected between the Sau3A family subunits and the 340 bp
Eco

RI

alphoid

consensus

sequence.

The

most

striking

feature about this family is that substantial numbers of
copies of this sequence are present in the extrachromosomal
fraction of human He La cells.

This family can be found as
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monomers

and

oligomers

circular DNAs.

in

independent

covalently

closed

These circular Sau3A members are apparently

derived from their counterparts in the chromosomes (Kiyama,
et al.,

1986).

Consequently, this led to the speculation

that the DNA sequences are unstable and prone to excision
from the chromosomes.

The Sau3A family was found to be

principally located on chromosomes 11 and 17

(Kiyama et

al., 1987) .
Another recently isolated alphoid

family

sented by the pTRA-2 clone (Choo et al., 1988).

is repreThis clone

is a 3. 9 kb fragment which came from a chromosome-21 library.

The 3.9 kb Hind III band is the predominant higher

order repeat unit of this family on chromosome 21, although
restriction digests with Rsa I and Msp I also produce this
repeat.

One of the subclones of pTRA-2 has a 75% sequence

similarity

with

the

340

bp

Eco

RI

consensus

sequence.

Digestion of the 3.9 kb clone with restriction endonuclease
Stu I revealed a ladder of bands composed of 170 bp multimers.

In

situ hybridization with

this clone under low

stringency conditions revealed extensive hybridization to
the centromeres of all human chromosomes.
higher stringency,
chromosomes

13,

However, under

preferential hybridization was seen to

14,

and

21

with

less

hybridization

on

chromosomes 15 and 22 (Choo et al., 1988).
A new alphoid family recently isolated is the 550 bp
HindIII family

(Doering et al.,

1988), represented by the

15
clone pHH550-31.

A restriction map of this clone is dis-

tinct from maps of previously described alphoid families.
This alphoid family is composed of both 170 bp repeats and
non-integral multiples of 170 bp,
usual

degree

thus indicating an un-

of heterogeneity within the

family

itself.

Many of these variant sequence classes are not randomly
distributed

throughout

separate domains.

the

genome

but

instead

occur

as

This alphoid family is also found on

multiple chromosomes, with its organization on chromosome
21 being extensively studied.

While sequences from this

family are present on chromosome 21, there are a number of
variants found in the genome but absent from chromosome 21.
Other variants are prominently present on chromosome 21 and
not abundant in the rest of the genome

(Doering et al.,

1988) .
Possible Function of Alphoid DNA
Even though the function of these alphoid repetitive
DNA sequences remains a mystery,
regarding their

function.

there are some theories

Two highly

conserved regions

within the human 170 bp repeating unit of the 340 bp Eco RI
consensus sequence correspond in location to two conserved
regions in the 172 bp repeat of alpha DNA in African green
monkey

(Shmookler

Reis

et

al.,

1987).

This

conserved

region in the monkey preferentially binds a high mobility
group-like protein possibly involved
tioning

(Strauss and Varshavsky,

in nucleosome posi-

1984).

The preferential
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conservation of these regions within the highly divergent
alphoid family may indicate a structural role for alphoid
DNA,

such as binding of proteins required for nucleosome

phasing which could aid in chromosome packaging.
Alphoid

sequences

may

structure or function.
cervisiae

is

the

play

a

role

in

centromere

The CEN sequence of the yeast

functioning

centromere

(Carbon,

~

1984).

These centromere (CEN) sequences confer stable inheritance
on

autonomously

meiosis
highly

replicating plasmids

(Clarke and Carbon,
conserved

8

bp

during mitosis

and

1980). Each centromere has a

region

known

as

centromere

DNA

element (CDE) I and a 25 bp region known as CDE III, also
highly conserved.
another

by

a

greater than

These elements are separated from one

region

of

DNA

90% A + T-rich,

that

is

78-86

bp

termed CDE II.

long and
If point

mutations or deletions occur within the conserved CDE I and
CDE III sequences,
et al., 1988).
T

centromeric function is lost (Saunders

Human alphoid DNA is approximately 63% A+

(Wu and Manuelidis,

1980).

Sequences similar to CDE

regions I and II occur once in each 170 bp alphoid repeat
(Doering et al.,

1987).

The two elements are 78-86 bp

apart in yeast and are found 91-95 bp apart in the alphoid
sequence.

Depending upon the specific 340 bp repeat ob-

served, similarities with CDE I and CDE III are as high as
75% and 50%, respectively.

This finding coupled with the

known centromeric location of the human alphoid sequences,
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suggests that the human alphoid sequence may be evolutionnarily related to the yeast CEN sequence, and thus be involved in centromere structure and function.
If some classes of alphoid repetitive DNA sequences
are functionally important for determining nuclear organization,

chromosome structure or chromosome pairing,

then

chromosome specific alphoid sequences might be expected to
Alphoid sequences are distributed over many chro-

exist.

mosomes but the copies on individiual chromosomes tend to
be more similar to each other than they are to copies on
other chromosomes.

Some alphoid sequences

on different

chromosomes have become isolated and diverged so much that
chromosome-specific repeats occur, marked by characteristic
restriction fragment lengths.

While an alphoid sequence

family may have a specific organization on a given chromosome,
other

this

does

families

not

necessarily mean that members

cannot

be

on

the

same

of

chromosome.

Chromosome-Specific Alphoid families
The pericentromeric region of the human X chromosome
is

characterized

by a

2. O kb

Barn HI

tandemly repeated (Yang et al., 1982).

fragment

which

is

The cloned 2.0 kb

fragment was used for in situ hybridization studies which
showed

the

centromeric
analysis
individual

major
region

using

site
of

somatic

chromosomes

the

of

hybridization

X chromosome.

cell

hybrids

showed

that

to

the

Southern blot

containing
members

be

of

various
this

X-
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specific family can be found in other areas of the genome
(Willard, 1985) although the 2.0 kb Barn HI organization is
specific for the X chromosome.

When the 2.0 kb repeat was

subcloned into smaller fragments and used in hybridization
experiments,

only one particular fragment of the

repeat was specific for the human X chromosome
Willard, 1985).
entirety and

2. o kb

(Waye and

This 2.0 kb fragment was sequenced in its

found

to

be composed

perfect alphoid monomer repeats

of twelve direct

im-

(Waye and Willard, 1985).

Each monomer was approximately 171 bp in length with each
one being 68-73% identical in sequence to the 340 bp Eco RI
consensus sequence.

This family was found to be present in

5000 to 7500 copies per haploid genome, with only the 2.0
kb repeats being considered and other higher order repeats
excluded (Willard et al., 1983).
Another alphoid

repeat which

is

a

5500 bp Eco RI

fragment is Y chromosome-specific (Wolfe et al., 1985).

In

situ hybridization of human metaphase chromosomes with this
repeat show it to be localized to the centromere of the Y
chromosome.

Digestion of the repeat with restriction en-

zymes showed an underlying periodicity of 170 bp.

Part of

the repeat was sequenced and showed 70% sequence similarity
to the

3 4 O bp Eco RI consensus sequence .

Copy number

studies estimate that there are approximately 100 copies of
the

Eco

RI

researchers

5500

bp

repeat

on the Y chromosome.

(Tyler-Smith and Brown,

1987)

Other

studied large
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blocks of alphoid DNA from two different somatic cell hybrids containing Y chromosomal DNA as the sole human contributer.

In each of these cell lines there was a single

major block of alphoid DNA on the Y chromosome,

approx-

imately 500 kb in length.

These blocks were organized into

tandemly

of

repeating

units

5.5

kb

which

were

further

composed of 170 bp repeating subunits.
Another alphoid sequence recently isolated is specific for chromosome 3
hybridization

of

(Delattre et al. , 1987) .

metaphase

chromosomes

under

In situ
stringent

conditions showed that this alphoid DNA sequence is located
at the centromere of chromosome 3.

Secondary hybridization

could be found at the centromeric regions of chromosomes 10
and 12.

The alphoid clone representing this family was a

635 bp insert, and when sequenced was found to be composed
of 3.7 alphoid 170-171 bp monomers with a highly conserved
2 4 bp sequence within the monomer unit.

This conserved

region is analogous in location to the conserved region in
the

monomer

repeats

of

the

consensus

characterized by Vissel and Choo (1987).
human

DNA digested with various

sequence

recently

Southern blots of

restriction

enzymes re-

vealed this family to have a 2720 bp higher order repeat
consisting of 16 alphoid monomers.
The XbaI 850 bp family is an alpha satellite repeti ti ve

family which

(Waye et al.,

is

1987a) .

localized to human chromosome 11
The higher order repeat unit has
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been sequenced and is composed of

five diverse tandemly

arranged monomers of 170 bp each.

The 850 bp repeat is

found in approximately 500 copies per chromosome 11.

Under

moderate stringency conditions, cross-hybridization to the
x-specific alphoid family can be seen.
Another alphoid family is specific for chromosome 22
(McDermid et al.,

1986).

The chromosome 22-specific re-

striction pattern for this family is 2.1 kb and 2.8 kb Eco
RI fragments ..

These repeats were partially sequenced and

showed 80%-85% sequence similarity to the X-specific family.

In situ hybridization under low-stringency conditions

showed silver grains mainly over the centromeric regions of
a number of chromosomes.

However,

under high stringency

hybridization most of the grains were localized over the
chromosome 22 centromeric region.
Evolutionary Mechanisms and Alphoid Organization
The
repeats

existence
in

the

of these varied

genome

poses

a

families

question

specificity of the alphoid sequences.
selective pressure,

if any,

of alphoid

regarding

the

In particular what

acts on this sequence?

It is

difficult to see how selection can efficiently monitor the
individual repeats of so large a group.
were critical,

Even if sequence

presumably it would be possible for muta-

tions to occur in a large number of repeating units before
the number of mutations made the sequence insufficient for
proper function.

Thus an accumulation of mutations might
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be expected before selection became effective.
It

is

clear

from

the

repetitive

nature

of

the

sequence that alphoid DNA has arisen by amplification of
short ancestral repeats.

Two types of processes that have

been proposed to account for this amplification are saltatory replication and unequal recombination.

In saltatory

replication a minimum of two steps is proposed for generating the 340 bp Eco RI dimer: 1) The generation of a dimer
whose subunits diverged and 2) the use of this dimer as a
template for amplification

(Wu and Manuelidis,

1980).

A

dimer composed of two variant monomers may occur in a number of possible ways (Wu and Manuelidis, 1980).

An ances-

tral 170 bp sequence is redundantly replicated to yield a
dimer and the uni ts of this dimer with time acquire sequence divergence.

A second possibility is that two re-

peated interspersed variant copies of a sequence are rejoined by unequal crossing over.

A third method proposed

is that tandem variants within the genome recombine to give
the dimer with base variation in each subunit. In all cases
amplification occurs as the second event resulting in long
tandem arrays of alphoid DNA.

Subsequent cycles of initial

replication, accumulation of mutations and saltatory replication of the then current sequence will result in successive hierarchical

periodicities.

Some

of

these period-

icities over time may result in chromosome specific alphoid
families.
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The second type of mechanism proposed for amplification

of

the

alphoid

(Smith, 1976) .

sequence

is

unequal

crossing

over

This is a recombination event in which the

two recombining sites reside at non-identical but analogous
locations in the two parental repetitive DNA arrays.

The

assumption is that unequal crossing over occurs frequently
between homologues.
events

is to

The result of such successive random

impose uniformity or homogenization on the

region involved, resulting in repeats of a single sequence.
The model proposes that tandem repeats that are not under
selective pressure will amplify, and secondly, that homogeneity will be achieved within a region of tandem repeats,
because

any

new

variants

created

by

mutation

will

be

eliminated or expand to occupy the entire array (crossover
fixation).

This

model

assumes

that

alphoid

repetitive

sequences are not under selective pressure, and the great
variation

in

alphoid

sequences

certainly

supports

this

notion.
There is evidence that alphoid variants are inherited
in a Mendelian fashion.

For example, a male was identified

whose X chromosome contained
III

alphoid

fragment

500 copies of a 2.0 kb Hind

(Durfy and Willard,

1987).

It was

found that most other individuals in the general population
had <50 copies, if any, of this variant and instead possess
the 2. O kb Barn HI repeat.

The individual's mother also

possesed the 2.0 kb Hind III repeat, whereas a sibling had
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a

pattern

similar

to

that

of

the

general

population.

clearly, there were no adverse phenotypic effects on individuals with the variant.

However, it may be possible to

apply

for

selective

pressure

general

features

such

as

overall lengths of the blocks or average base composition.
For example,

the p308 alphoid family is also very poly-

morphic

in

organization

herited

in

a

between

Mendelian manner.

showed no measurable difference

individuals
But

dot

and

blot

is

in-

analysis

in copy numbers between

unrelated individuals (Jabs et al., 1986).
Another prediction of the unequal recombination model
is

that

sequence

homogeneity

single linkage group.
on

non-homologous

which

chromosomes

families.
arises,

may

a

This implies that alphoid sequences

another and must evolve
ation,

can spread only through

result

cannot

recombine

with

one

independently by crossover fixin

chromosome

specific

alphoid

Also if a mutation within an alphoid sequence
the

initial

process

of

crossover

fixation

will

spread its sequence initially through copies close to the
original mutation. Thus chromosome specific domains as well
as

domains

within

a

particular

chromosome,

may

be

the

result of a mutation that has spread from its original site
of

occurence

entire block.

to

adjacent

areas

but

has

not

filled

the

Repeats near the ends of the block would

tend to exhibit more divergence if unequal crossing over is
an important mechanism in the maintenance of homogeneity.
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The
DNA

existence of

(Kiyama

et al.,

extrachromosomal

1986)

may

circular alphoid

explain why alphoid sub-

families and even identical alphoid sequences can exist on
nonhomologous chromosomes and possibly at non-centromeric
locations.

An example of one such subfamily was found on

both NOR chromosomes 13 and 21 and the basic unit of this
family was indistinguishable on each chromosome (Jorgensen
et al., 1987).

Once circularized, alphoid sequences could

be inserted elsewhere in the genome,
eliminated, or amplified.

where they could be

MATERIALS AND METHODS
sources of DNA
Placental

DNA,

purified

as

(1976) was a gift from D. Bieber.

in

Bl in

and

Sta.fford

DNA from hamster-human

hybrid cell lines was a gift from M. Cummings.

Cell line

153-E9A contains the intact human chromosome 21,

153-E7BX

DNA contains the long arm of chromosome 21 with the centromere, and 2Furl DNA contains the long arm of chromosome
21 lacking the centromere (Moore et al., 1977, Van Keuren
et al., 1986).
The human cosmid DNA library (Grosveld et al., 1981,
Ish-Horowicz and Burke, 1981), was a gift from F. Grosveld.
The vector pTM was used to construct this library by inserting partial Sau3A digests of human genomic DNA into the
vector at the Barn HI site.

pTM carries an ampicillin re-

sistance gene derived from pBR322.
strain of

1h_

The host was ED8767, a

coli that is rec A- and thus discourages re-

combination events.
The following sequences of human alphoid repetitive
DNA, cloned in pBR322, were used for this study: pHE340-9,
pHE340-30 and pHE340-64 which are standard 340 bp Eco RI
alphoid repeating sequences (Doering et al., 1986), pHE34076 and pHE340-77 which are standard 680 bp Eco RI alphoid
sequences (Doering et al., 1986), pHH550-31 which is a 550
bp Hind III alphoid sequence

(Doering et al.,

1988),

and

pXBRI which is a Barn HI 2.0 kb alphoid repeat thought to be
25
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x chromosome-specific

(Yang et al.,

1982) .

Plasmid DNAs

were purified and amplified according to standard procedures (Peterson et al., 1980).
Restriction Digests
Restriction

enzymes

were

purchased

from

Bethesda

Reearch Laboratories (BRL), and the buffers recommended by
the manufacturer were used

for

the

digestion reactions.

Digests were incubated at 37°C for 2.5 hours, giving complete digestion.

Restriction digests contained o. 5 ug to

1.0 ug of placental DNA or 1.0 ug to 10.0 ug of the various
hybrid cell DNAs.
DNA Transfer and Hybridization
Separation of

restricted

DNA was

done

by electro-

phoresis on 1% agarose gels by standard procedures (Doering
et al., 1982, Sims et al., 1983).

The DNA was transferred

to Gene Screen Plus membranes (NEN Research Products) using
the alkaline method (Reed and Mann, 1985).
labelled with

All probes were

32p by nick-translation (Rigby et al., 1977)

to an average specific activity of 1. 92xlo8 cpm/ug.
membranes were pre-hybridized for 5 hours at 37°c

The

in hy-

bridization solution (50% formamide, 1.0 M NaCl, 50 mM Tris
(pH 7. 5) ,

1% sodium dodecyl sulfate

natured h

coli

DNA) .

The

( SDS) ,

10 ug/ml de-

denatured probe,

containing

0.25-0.75 ug of DNA, was then added and for normal stringency
37°c.

hybridizations,
For

higher

incubations
stringency

proceeded overnight

hybridizations,

at

overnight
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incubations were at 5o 0 c or 55°c depending on what stringency conditions were being implemented and what alphoid
probe was being used.

For normal stringency the membranes

were washed twice at room temperature for 10 minutes with
2x SSC (lX SSC is 150 mM NaCl, 15 mM sodium citrate, 0.1 mM
EDTA), twice at 6o 0 c for 30 minutes with 2X SSC plus 1% SDS
and twice at room temperature for 30 minutes with 0.5X SSC.
For high stringency the second set of washes were done at
65°c for 30 minutes in either .002X SSC plus 1% SDS
SSC plus 1% SDS depending on the probe used.

or .lX

The first and

third washes were as those of normal stringency.

The mem-

branes were than air dried slightly and autoradiographed
using Kodak XAR film and Cronex intensifying screens.
In some instances, after a good exposure of the autoradiograph was obtained, the blot would be stripped of the
probe

and

rehybridized

with

another.

These

washed in 0.4M NaOH at 42°c for 30 minutes,
wash in O.lXSSC,
additional

3o

0.1%SDS,

minutes.

blots

were

followed by a

0.2M Tris pH7.5 at 42°c for an
The

blots

were

then

air

dried

slightly and auto- radiographed using Kodak XAR film and
intensifying screens to make sure that no residual probe
remained

on

the

blot

before

rehybridizing

with

another

probe.
Cosmid Library Screening
Each bacterial cell in the library contains a cosmid
carrying a

fragment

of the human genome,

whose size may
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range from 35 to 40 kb in length.

The cosmid also contains

the ampicillin resistance gene.

The cells were grown to

colonies on Colony/Plaque Screen membranes
Products)

(NEN Research

and replicated (Doering and Burket,

1985).

The

colonies on the replica plate were lysed in situ and the
membranes underwent pre-hybridization for 5 hours at 37°c
in pre-hybridization solution
50 mM Tris

(pH 7.5),
~

ug/ml denatured

(50% formamide,

1.0 M NaCl,

1% sodium dodecyl sulfate

coli DNA).

(SOS),

10

After 5 hours the prehy-

bridization solution was changed with fresh solution being
added.

The probe,

containing O. 25 ug of an alphoid DNA,

was added and hybridization was allowed to proceed overnight at 37°c.

Membranes were washed twice at 37°c for 20

minutes with pre-wash (50% formamide, 1.0 M NaCl, 50mM Tris
(pH 7.5), 1% SOS), twice at 37°c for 10 minutes with 2X SSC
plus 0.1% sos and twice at 6o 0 c for 10 minutes with 2X SSC
plus

O.1%

Ampicillin resistant colonies which in-

sos.

itially screened positive with an alphoid probe were rescreened using the original hybridization conditions.

In

this case membranes were then washed twice at room temperature for 10 minutes with 2X SSC, twice at 6o 0 c for 30
minutes with 2X SSC plus

1% SOS

and twice at room tem-

perature for 30 minutes with 0.5X SSC.
Dot Blot Analysis
The

copy

number

estimates

determined in "equivalents".

for

each

dot blot were

That is, they were based on
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the size of the alphoid sequence used as probe even though
other variant sizes of the alphoid sequence family were
detected.
Dot blot analysis was done according to Kafatos et
al.

(1979)

using

(Schleicher

&

a

Schuell,

micro-sample
Inc.).

filtration

minifold

A known amount of genomic

DNA was blotted along with amounts of a purified alphoid
insert corresponding to varying copy numbers of that sequence in the given amount of genomic DNA.

For example,

there are 3x109 bp of DNA in the human genome.

One copy of

a

the

340

bp

repeat

(340bp/3xlo9

bp).

is

equal

to

l.13xlo-7

Therefore 1.13xlo-7

of

ug of

genome

alphoid DNA

blotted represents one copy of the 340 bp repeat in 1 ug of
genomic DNA.

500 copies in 1 ug of genomic DNA would be

represented by 5.65x10-5 ug of alphoid DNA (1.13xlo-7 ug x
500) .
Blots were hybridized with a radioactively labelled
alphoid probe under stringency conditions appropriate for
that probe.

The intensity of hybridization for the various

copy numbers on the dilution series were compared to that
for the dots containing genomic DNA (Jabs et al.,
For

each

hybridization,

there

were

duplicates

standards and genomic or chromosome 21 samples.

1986).
for

The copy

numbers were quantitated by scintillation counting of
dots.
least

all

the

In most cases, the number of counts bound were at
twice

the

background.

A linear relationship was
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found

between

copy

radioactive counts,
structed.

number

in

allowing a

the

standards

and

bound

standard curve to be con-

The counts from the dots containing genomic DNA

were then converted into copy number of the alphoid sequence in the genome by using the standard curve generated
for

each

dot

blot

experiment.

In

instances

where

the

points on the standard curve were scattered a linear regression was done.

These dot blot experiments were re-

peated under similar conditions with hybrid cell DNA containing intact chromosome 21,

in order to determine copy

numbers of various alphoid sequences on chromosome 21.
Purification of Alphoid Inserts from Vector
In all cases,
standard

copy

number

the cloned alphoid DNA used for the
series

was purified away

from

the

plasmid. This prevented cross-hybridization between pBR322
in the standards and in the probe.

The proper restriction

enzyme was used for each alphoid clone to excise the insert
from the plasmid and the digest was run out on a 1% low
melting point agarose gel
Products).

(Sea Plaque agarose,

FMC Bio-

The DNA band containing the insert was excised

from the gel.

The DNA was eluted from the gel by adding

five gel volumes of 500mM Tris (pH8.0), lOOmM NaCl, lOOmM
EDTA, and the mixture was incubated at 65°c for 30 minutes
or until the gel liquified.

The DNA-containing solution

was extracted twice with pre-warmed phenol (37°c) in order
to remove the agarose and any impurities.

Two extractions
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with chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) were followed by two
extractions with ethyl ether.

The DNA-containing solution

was incubated at 65°c to remove the remaining ether from
the aqueous phase.
Prepac column (BRL)

The DNA was then transferred to an NACS
and purified according to the manufac-

turer's instructions.

RESULTS
FORMULATION OF STRINGENT HYBRIDIZATION CONDITIONS
Due to the high degree of sequence similarity between
alphoid families and subfamilies, hybridization conditions
were

previously

established

that

prevented

cross-

hybridization between these various alphoid families
subfamilies

(Doering

et

al.,

1987).

The

and

conditions

established were the least stringent required to prevent
hybridization between a given cloned alphoid sequence and
all other alphoid clones.
mismatch
conditions

that
would

the

However, the amount of base-pair

highest

allow needed

stringency

hybridization

to be ascertained.

This

would permit a determination of the approximate amount of
sequence difference between the various 340-680 bp Eco RI
subfamily clones without having to sequence them.
Different 5s DNAs from Xenopus were hybridized with
one

another

using

stringent

hybridization

conditions.

These 5s DNA clones which have been fully sequenced, each
contain a

5s RNA gene and spacer region,

with the genes

differing from each other in sequence by 1. 6 to 4. 3% and
the spacer regions being much less similar

(Peterson et

al., 1980; Miller et al., 1978; Fedoroff and Brown, 1978;
Korn and Brown,

1978) .

Since the spacer regions of the

clones were much more dissimilar than the gene regions,
cross hybridization between the clones was dependent upon
just the gene regions at the high stringency.
32

By looking
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at which 5s DNA sequences did not cross hybridize, it was
established that the conditions allowed a

maximum of 4%

sequence mismatch (See lane 4, Figure 1).
In

addition,

a

formula

for

estimating the effects

upon Tm of salt concentration, formamide concentration and
DNA base composition (Mc Conaughy et al., 1969: Schildkraut
and

Lifson,

1965)

was

tested

for

its

accuracy

in

determining the extent of base pair mismatch permitted by a
given

set

of

hybridization

conditions.

For

every

1 Oc

reduction in Tm, the amount of sequence mismatch allowed is
1. 4%.

When these calculations are done for the very high

stringency

conditions,

a

maximum

of

4%

mismatch

was

predicted.

Since this agrees with what was found when the

5s DNAs of known mismatch were hybridized, the formula can
be

reliably

used.

Since the

sequences

probes used in this study are known,

of most of

the

it was possible to

apply the formula in order to determine the amount of basepair mismatch permitted for the conditions used in each
hybridization.
The stringent hybridization conditions allowing only
4%

mismatch were used to study some of the 340-680 bp Eco

RI alphoid subfamilies independently of one another.

Other

alphoid probes were used under the hybridization conditions
required
families.

them

to

detect

sequences

only

in

their

own
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ORGANIZATION

OF

VARIOUS

ALPHOID

SEQUENCE

FAMILIES

AND

SUBFAMILIES IN THE TOTAL GENOME AND ON CHROMOSOME 21
A thorough investigation was conducted in order to
determine:

1)

whether

the

organizations

of

the

various

alphoid families and subfamilies differ in the genome,

2)

which of these sequences are on chromosome 21,

3)

and

whether their organization on chromosome 21 is different
from

that

genomic

in
and

restriction

the

overall

genome.

total

chromosome

enzymes

revealed

Digestion
21

a

DNA

of

with

distinct

total

various

pattern

of

hybridization for each alphoid family and subfamily.
Organization of the "340" bp Subfamilies of the 340-680 bp
Eco RI Alphoid Family
The clones pHE340-30 and pHE340-64 each contain a 340
bp

Eco RI

fragment

from the

Hybridization conditions

340-680 bp Eco RI

allowing only

family.

4 or 8% mismatch

respectively, were such that the two 340 bp sequences did
not cross-hybridize with each other nor with other alphoid
families or subfamilies.

The pHE340-64 subfamily (Fig. 2)

exhibits a pattern of organization that differs from that
of the pHE340-30 subfamily (Fig. 3).

Many members of the

pHE340-64

subfamily reside on chromosome

21 whereas the

pHE340-30

subfamily

from

chromosome.

is

virtually

absent

the

same

The pHE340-64 subfamily exhibits a ladder of

1 7 Obp mul timer bands

in the Barn HI digests both in the

total genome and on chromosome 21

(Fig. 2) .

These bands
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are very faint in the analogous genomic lane of the pHE34030 blot, and nearly nonexistent in the lane containing Barn
HI digested chromosome 21 DNA (Fig.3).

The scarcity of the

pHE340-30 subfamily on chromosome 21 is further exemplified
by the very faint 340bp band on chromosome 21 DNA digested
with Eco RI as opposed to the intense band found in the
analogous

lane

on

the

pHE340-64

blot.

The

pHE340-64

subfamily has both low and high molecular weight fragments
in the Alu digests of chromosome 21, whereas the analogous
lane on the pHE340-30 blot shows only low molecular weight
fragments.

Both these subfamilies are devoid of sequence

variants

containing

Hind

III

sites.

These

results

demonstrate that these two sequences represent two discrete
subfamilies

each

chromosomal

organizations.

pHE340-9,

also

with

was

their

own

distict

Another

present

340

in only a

genomic
bp

and

subfamily,

small

number of

copies on chromosome 21 (Results not shown).
Organization

of

the

11

680"

bp

Subfamilies

of

the

EcoRI

Alphoid Family
The clones pHE340-76 and pHE340-77 each contain a 680
bp

Eco

RI

fragment

from the

Hybridization conditions
mismatch

respectively,

340-680 bp Eco RI

allowing only
were

such

that

8 or 4%
the

two

family.
sequence
680

bp

sequences did not cross-hybridize with each other nor with
other alphoid families or subfamilies. The organization of
these 680 bp subfamilies were compared to that of the 340
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bp

subfamilies

and

to

each

other.

These two

sequences

clearly represent different subfamilies whose genomic organizations differ

(Figs.

4

and

5).

Particularly prom-

minent are the 2 . 7 kb Barn HI fragments and 1. 7 kb Alu I
fragments in the total genome and on chromosome 21 which
are detected by the pHE340-77 probe
seen

with

the

pHE340-76

probe

(Fig.

(Fig.

4)

5):

but are not

The

two

sub-

families also differ in their organization of the Eco RI
fragments.

The pHE340-77 subfamily is digested completely

into 340 bp monomer units with restriction endonuclease Eco
RI

(Fig.

4)

whereas

the

pHE340-76

subfamily

contains

a

number of variants organized as multiples of 170 bp in the
Eco RI digests (Fig. 5).
pHE340-77 probe to a

The lack of hybridization by the

680 bp fragment indicates that this

680 bp subfamily is actually more closely related in sequence to 340 bp repeats.
chromosome
this

Both subfamilies are found on

21 al though their patterns of organization on

chromosome differ

from that

in the

overall genome.

For example, the pHE340-77 subfamily has a prominent 2.7 kb
Alu fragment in the total genome which is absent on chromosome 21

(Fig.

4).

In addition, the pHE340-76 subfamily

lacks some of the Eco RI fragments on chromosome 21 seen in
the overall genome (Fig. 5).
These 680 bp subfamilies are clearly different from
the

340

different

bp

subfamilies

characteristic

studied,
fragments

since
in

they
the

all

genome

exhibit
and on
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chromosome 21.

This is the first clear demonstration that

different alphoid subfamilies have different organizations
both in the genome and on a single chromosome.
families of the 340-680 bp Eco RI family
their

close

similarities

sequence

relatedness,

in their genomic

have

The sub-

in addition to

some

organization,

fundamental
such

as the

absence of Hind III internal restriction sites, prominent
Eco

RI

340

bp

repeats,

and

numerous

higher

multiples

containing Barn HI sites.
Organization of the 2.0kb Barn HI Alphoid Family
The clone pXBRI

contains a

2. o kb Barn HI

fragment

representing an alphoid family thought to be specific for
the X chromosome (Yang et al., 1982).

Under hybridization

conditions allowing only 4.5% bp mismatch the 2.0 kb Barn HI
family did not cross-hybridize with other alphoid families
or subfamilies

(Fig.

6).

The 2.0 kb Barn HI fragment is

very prominent in the genomic lane but is completely absent
in the lane containing chromosome 21 DNA digested with Barn
HI.

However, there are a number of other sequence variants

in the genome and subsets of these are found on chromosome
21.

Particularly

prominent

are

the

1. 3 6

kb

fragments

detected in the genome and on chromosome 21, located in the
Alu I and Eco RI lanes.

While the 2.0 kb organization may

be specific for the X chromosome,

other members of this

family are clearly found on chromosome 21.

This family has

a

genome

different

organization

in

the

overall

and

on
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chromosome 21 than does the 340-680 bp Eco RI family.

For

example, Hind III variants can be seen in the family both
in the genome and on chromosome 21 which are present in
greater numbers than in any of the other alphoid families
studied.

Many multiples of the 340 bp repeat in the Eco RI

lanes can also be detected, which are absent in the other
families studied.
Organization of the New 550 bp Hind III Alphoid Family
The

clone

pHH550-31

contains

a

550

bp

Hind

III

fragment representing a new alphoid family (Doering et al.,
1988).

Figure 7 shows the results of hybridization with

this probe under high stringency conditions that prevented
cross-hybridization with other alphoid families

(1.

76% bp

mismatch) .

The organization of this family both in the

genome

on

and

chromosome

previous two families.
III

reveals

the

550

21

differs

from

that

of

the

Digestion of genomic DNA with Hind
bp

monomer

as

well

as

many

other

sequence variants, whereas Hind III sequence variants were
absent

in

the

(Figs.2-5).

340-680

The 2.0

kb

bp

Eco

Barn HI

RI

subfamilies

studied

family had many Barn HI

sequence variants both in the overall genome and on chromosome 21, (Fig. 6) whereas no Barn HI sequence variants are
detected in the Hind III 550 bp family (Fig. 7).

The 550

bp Hind III family has no Hind III sequence variants on
chromosome 21

(Fig.

7).

However, members of this family

are seen on chromosome 21, but with much simpler organi-
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zation than in the overall genome.

They are predominantly

organized as 1.1 kb Eco RI or Alu I repeats.
COSMID LIBRARY SCREENING FOR ALPHOID SEQUENCES
The

preceeding

results

have

established

that

all

three alphoid families examined can be found on chromosome
21 and each has its own distinctive organization both in
the overall genome and on chromosome 21.

Next, an attempt

was made to determine whether each alphoid family exists in
a separate domain or whether members of a particular family
are intermixed with members of another family.

This was

done by screening a human cosmid library for alphoid sequences.

Those colonies that screened positive with an

alphoid probe were re-screened with another alphoid probe
representing a

different alphoid family.

screening

also

were

positive,

If the second

it would mean that

these

alphoid families and subfamilies are intermixed with each
other.

If the results were negative then it would mean

that the various alphoid families and subfamilies are found
in different domains

or at

least

are

found

in clusters

larger than 35 to 40 kb in length, which is the size of the
human genomic fragment that the cosmid vector carries.
Screening of the human cosmid library was done using
two alphoid probes representing two different alphoid families.

The pHHSS0-31 probe was used since it represents a

new alphoid family with a

high degree of heterogeneity.

The other probe chosen was pHE340-64, which represents the
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alphoid Eco RI family.

In this library, the full genome is

contained with high probability in a total of 50,000. colonies

(Grosveld et al.,

1981; Grosveld et al., 1982).

At

least 3 % of the human genome is composed of alphoid DNA
(Shmookler Reis and Goldstein, 1980). This implies that at
least 1500 colonies out of 50, ooo colonies should screen
positive.

A total of 70,000 colonies were screened both

with the HE340-64 and HH550-31 probes, and none were found
to be positive, indicating that these alphoid sequences are
underrepresented in the cosmid library.
nies

that

emitted

a

screening of filters,

very

strong

sequences

signal

in

the

initial

were found to be negative when re-

screened with the same probe.
repetitive

Also, some colo-

are

not

This suggests that these
stably

propagated

within

cosmid vectors in bacterial cells.
In order to determine if alphoid repeats are represented in the cosmid library to the same extent as in the
genome,

DNA from the total

digested

with

various

cosmid library was

restriction

enzymes,

isolated,

blotted

hybridized with various alphoid probes (Fig. 8).

and

As can be

seen by the very low intensity of the Eco RI 340 bp band,
this alphoid family seems to be underepresented in cosmid
libraries.

Previous work indicates that tandemly repeated

sequences are unstable or underrepresented in cosmid libraries (Tyler-Smith and Brown, 1987).

During propagation

of the libraries, clones containing long arrays of tandem
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repeats decay to lower oligomers even in rec A- hosts (Chia
et al.,

1982).

stability

Meyerowitz and co-workers

problems

with

clones

containing

(1980)

discuss

histone

genes

from the Drosophila genome, which are or- ganized as tandemly repeated arrays.

They indicate that these clones

could have undergone excision of entire repeat uni ts by
homologous recombination (Meyerowitz et al., 1980).

During

continued propagation of cosmid-containing bacterial cells,
cloned alphoid sequences have been found to undergo rearrangement and deletion as

indicated by

striction enzyme digestion patterns

a

change

(Wolfe et al.,

in re1984;

Tyler-Smith and Brown, 1987).
COPY DETERMINATIONS OF ALPHOID FAMILIES AND SUBFAMILIES
The

copy

numbers

of

various

alphoid

families

and

subfamilies in the whole genome and on chromosome 21 were
determined by using dot blot analysis.

Most dot blots were

done under stringent hybridization conditions specific for
the alphoid probe used
studied

under

both

r

low

The 550 bp Hind III family was
and

high

stringency

conditions.

Since visual quantitation of the autoradiograph alone can
be inaccurate, dots were cut out and quantitated by scintillation counting (Materials and Methods).
Copy Number Studies of the 340-680 bp Eco RI Alphoid Family
Hybridization conditions
mismatch,

allowing only

4

or

8% bp

(depending on the probe used) were such that each

alphoid sequence probe did not cross-hybridize with other
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alphoid families and subfamilies.

The copy number of the

pHE340-64

subfamily was ascertained at the genomic level

(Fig.

and

9)

genome

was

(see Table

chromosome 21

(Fig.

estimated

at

1).

amount of this

The

10)

Table 1) .

The figures

additional

blots

clones as

probes

families,

were

3000

copies

per

haploid

subfamily on

is approximately 500 copies

(see

shown are only sample blots,

but

done

using

(see Table

1) .

the

various

subfamily

The other 3 4 o bp sub-

pHE340-9 and pHE340-30, were found in less than

100 copies per chromosome 21.
also found

These two subfamilies were

in the lowest copies

in the genome

(Table 1)

when compared to the other 340-680 bp subfamilies studied,
which confirms the results of the Southern blot analysis
(Fig.

3).

There was

copy numbers

for

some difficulty in determining the

several

of the

families at the genomic level.

340-680 bp Eco RI

sub-

Due to the high stringency

conditions used, the backround in the blots is high and the
Under these circum-

total number of counts bound is low.
stances,

only a maximum amount of copies could be deter-

mined.
There
family

are

sizes.

clearly

The

largest amounts

680

substantial
bp

differences

subfamilies

at the genomic level

were

in

found

(Table 1)

sub-

in the

with the

pHE340-76 subfamily being found in the highest copy number
both in the genome and on chromosome 21.

A genomic copy

number of 41, 000 was determined for this subfamily,

thus
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contributing 19% of the members belonging to the 340-680 bp
Eco RI

alphoid family.

These results support those ob-

tained in Southern blot analyses
showed that this subfamily,
repeats,

(Figs.

4 and 5),

organized primarily as 340 bp

is more prevalent than others,

chromosome 21.

which

particularly on

All other subfamilies contributed anywhere

from 0.4% to 5.8% of the total copies of the 340-680 bp Eco
RI family in the genome, with .04% to 11% of these found on
chromosome 21.
Copy Number Studies of the 2.0 kb Barn HI Alphoid Family
The probe pXBRI was used to determine the copy number
of the 2.0 kb Barn HI family,
specific.

This

particular

thought to be X chromosomefamily

32, 000 copies per haploid genome
probably

contributed by

the

is

present

number

of

about

(Table 1) most of these

X chromosome.

conflicts with the results of Willard et al.
copy

in

5000-7500

This

result

( 1983) , who

reported

a

copies per haploid

genome.

This is due to a difference in hybridization and

wash conditions between the two studies.

Willard and co-

workers utilized more stringent hybridization conditions,
and according to the Tm formula,
Schildkraut and Lifson,

(Mc Conaughy et al., 1969;

1965) these conditions allow only

15% bp mismatch during hybridization compared to our hybridization conditions which allow 17% bp mismatch.

Their

wash conditions were also more stringent, allowing for only
2.16% bp mismatch compared to our conditions which allowed
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4.5% mismatch.

The way in which copy number of this family

was estimated in the genome by Willard et al.
also different.

( 1983)

is

They are careful to note that their copy

number estimate of 5000-7500 copies per haploid genome is a
conservative

one,

since

it

only takes

into account

the

estimation of the 2.0 kb fragment and does not include related fragments of 3.0 kb or 4.0 kb.

Also their stringent

conditions would not detect any 2.0 kb fragments that were
more than 2 % divergent from the probe used.

In contrast

this recent dot blot analysis takes into account 3. o and
4.0kb fragments as well as many other variants.
A few members of this family can be found on chromosome 21

(Fig.

11)

with approximately 50 copies of this

family found per chromosome
results

of

(Table 1).

the Southern blot analysis

This confirms the
(Figs.

6 and 16)

which detects members of this family on chromosome 21, none
of which are organized as the 2.0 kb X-specific repeat.
Copy Number Sttudies of the 550 bp Hind III Alphoid Family
The pHH550-31 probe, representing the 550bp Hind III
family, was used to determine the frequency of this family
in the entire genome and on chromosome 21.

Hybridization

conditions allowing only 16% bp mismatch were such that the
550 bp sequence did not cross-hybridize with other alphoid
families.

Under these conditions the probe detects high

amounts of this alphoid family in the genome (Fig. 12) and
on chromosome 21 (Fig.

13), with 44,000 copies present at
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the genomic level and 2500 copies present on chromosome 21
(table 1).
However,

under high stringency conditions

only 1.75% bp mismatch)

the copy number for this family in

the genome and on chromosome 21 drops drastically.
bp

Hind

III

family

now

(al lowing

is

found

in

only

The 550

approximately

12,000 copies per haploid genome and in only 250 copies per
chromosome 21 (Table 1).

There is a 10 fold drop in copy

number on chromosome 21 when going from low to high stringency conditions but only a
copy number,

3. 6 fold drop in the genome

indicating that those sequences very closely

related to the probe are underrepresented on chromosome 21.
This

confirms

the

previous

Southern

blot

result

which

showed that the 550bp Hind III family is found in low numbers on chromosome 21 where it is predominantly organized
as 1.1 kb repeats (Fig. 7).
ARRANGEMENT OF ALPHOID FAMILIES AND SUBFAMILIES RELATIVE TO
THE CENTROMERE OF CHROMOSOME 21
Since all
chromosome 21,

the

families

studied have been found

on

their organization relative to the centro-

mere and to each other was investigated.
In the past, most alphoid families have been found to
be centromeric in location by in situ hybridization techniques.

Using

somatic

cell

hybrid

DNAs

which

contain

fragments of chromosome 21 with and without the centromere,
the

location

and

arrangement

of

the

different

alphoid
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families

can be determined with much greater resolution

than that provided by in situ hybridization, particularly
for a chromosome as small as number 21.
Location of the 340-680 bp Eco RI Alphoid Family Relative
to the Centromere of Chromosome 21.
The pHE340-9 clone was used to localize the 340-680
bp Eco RI family on chromosome 21 relative to the centromere

(Fig.

14) .

Low stringency hybridization conditions

detecting 17. 2% bp mismatch were used in order to detect
many members of the

340-680 bp Eco RI family, and not just

the subfamily represented by this probe.

The intense 340

and 680 bp bands are easily seen in the lanes containing
genomic and total chromosome 21 DNA digested with Eco RI
(lanes 1 and 2).
tected

in

the

Many variants of this family can be de-

lanes

digested

with

Hind

III,

and

these

members have a different restriction enzyme periodicity, as
can be seen by the absence of the 340-680 bp spacing.

The

prominent 2.6 and 1.28 kb variants present in the genomic
Hind III digest are not found on chromosome 21,
other variants are present.

although

No bands are detected in the

lanes containing the long arm of chromosome 21,

with or

without the centromere (lanes 3,4,7 and 8), indicating that
this 340-680 bp Eco RI family is confined to the short arm
of chromosome 21.
The

faint

fragments

present

in

lanes

4 and 8 are

apparently due to contamination of the 2Fur1 cell line with
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another chromosome besides 21.

This can be seen from the

fact that the bands detected in lane 8 are not detected in
lane 6,

which contains total chromosome 21 DNA,

detected

in the genomic

lane.

but are

Also the DNA in lane 8

should contain the same DNA as lane 7 except that lane 8
does not contain the centromeric sequence.

Therefore if

there are no bands in lanes 3 and 7 they should also be
absent in lanes 4 and 8.
dicate

that

the

alphoid

The faint bands in lane 4 insequences

on

the

contaminating

chromosome have the basic 340-680 bp organization and are
probably members of the 340-680 bp Eco RI alphoid family,
since

this

family

is

found

on

all

chromosomes

(Wu

and

Manuelidis, 1980).
This blot was then washed to remove the probe

(see

Materials and Methods) and rehybridized using the pHE340-76
clone

as

a

probe.

The blot was

hybridized under high

stringency conditions exclusively detecting members of this
particular subfamily, which is organized as 340 bp Eco RI
repeats both in the total genome and on chromosome 21 (Fig.
15).

Previous hybridization with this probe had showed

higher multiples of the 340 bp Eco RI repeat (Fig.5)
seen in the current blot.

not

This discrepancy may be due to

slight differences in hybridization conditions or in the
DNA binding capacity of the particular piece of Gene Screen
Plus used in each case.
the

Hind

III

lanes

at

No alphoid variants are seen in
this

high

stringency

(Fig.

15).
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Lanes 3,4,7 and 8 containing DNA from the long arm of chromosome 21 with and without the centromere are devoid of any
bands or of hybridization to high molecular weight DNA,
which confirms the results of the previous blot (Fig. 14)
that this

340-680 bp Eco RI

family

is

localized to the

short arm of chromosome 21 and is not found at the centromere.

The probes representing the other 340-680 bp sub-

families gave the same results (data not shown).
Location of the 2. O kb Barn HI Alphoid Family Relative to
the Centromere of Chromosome 21
The

pXBRI

probe,

thought

to

represent

an X chro-

mosome-specific alphoid repeat was used to locate members
of the 2.0 kb alphoid family on chromosome 21 relative to
the centromere

(Fig.

16).

The conditions of the hybrid-

ization would permit only members of the
alphoid family to be detected.
members

of

this

family

can

be

confirming the previous results

2. o kb Barn HI

The results indicate that
found
(Fig.

on
6)

chromosome

21,

Digestion with

Eco RI detects variants which are multiples of the 340 bp
repeat.

Most members of this family are found on the short

arm of this chromosome and not at the centromere as can be
seen by the absence of fragments in lanes 3, 4, 7 and 8 of
Fig. 16. Lane 7 however does contain some hybridization to
high molecular weight DNA, suggesting that a few members of
this family may be found at the centromeric region of chromosome 21.

No hybridization is detected in lane 3 which
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contains the same DNA as lane 7.

This discrepancy may be

due to Eco RI digesting alphoid DNA into lower molecular
weight

fragments,

which bind to filters

than high molecular weight

DNA,

and

detect when present in low abundance.
few members of this family

less efficiently

are thus harder to
Thus, there are very

at the centromere of chromosome

21, and the members of this family basically reside on the
short arm.
Location of the New 550 bp Hind III Family Relative to the
Centromere of Chromosome 21
The pHH550-31 clone, representing the new 550 bp Hind
III family was used to probe a blot containing the fragments of chromosome 21.

Hybridization conditions allowing

only 16% bp mismatch were such that only members of this
family

were

detected

(Fig.17).

Under

these conditions,

digestion with Eco RI reveals the 340-680 bp repeat (lanes
1-3).

Digestion of genomic DNA with Hind III

(lane 5)

reveals the 550 bp repeat characteristic for this family in
the overall genome but which is absent on chromosome 21.
There are many members of this family on the short arm of
chromosome 21 as can be seen by comparing lanes 2 and 6
which contain total chromosome 21 DNA,
which lack the short arm.

to lanes 3 and 7

Many members disappear when the

short arm is absent indicating that most members
outside the centromere.

reside

Some members of this family are

found at the centromere of chromosome 21, as can be seen by
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comparing lanes 3 and 7 which contain the centromeric region, to lanes 4 and 8 which lack the centromere.

Intense

340, 680, and 740 bp bands are detected (lane 3) as well as
high moleular weight DNA
lanes 4 and 8.

(lane 7) ,

which are absent in

The 340 and 680 bp bands detected at the

centromere by the 550 bp probe are not part of the 340-680
bp Eco RI family since these fragments are not found in the
analogous lane when probes for the 340-680 bp Eco RI family
are used

(Figs.

14 and 15),

and because stringency con-

ditions would not permit detection of the 340-680 Eco RI
family.

Also no hybridization is seen in lane 7 of the

340-680 bp Eco RI blot (Figure 14) whereas high molecular
weight DNA hybridization is seen in the analogous lane with
the

pHH550

probe,

(Fig.

17)

indicating

that

different

sequences are being detected by the two different probes.
The pHH550

probe also

shows

contamination of cell

line 2Fur1 with another chromosome besides 21
lanes 4 and 8).

(Fig.

17,

This can be seen from the fact that some

of the bands detected in lanes 4 and 8 are not detected in
total chromosome 21 DNA (lanes 2 and 6), but are detected
in the total genome (lanes of 1 and 5).

These contaminants

detected under low stringency are not closely related to
the probe since they are not seen under high stringency
conditions (Fig. 18).
The blot was repeated for the 550 bp Hind III family
under

stringent

hybridization

conditions

(1.76%

bp

mis-
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match)

that

detected

only

members

closely related to the probe

of

the

(Fig. 18).

many of the bands seen at low stringency

family

very

As can be seen,
(Fig.

17)

dis-

appear when high stringency conditions are imposed.

Now

only a small number of copies of this sequence are found on
chromosome 21 and those members that are present are mainly
organized into 1.1 kb Eco RI fragments, which confirms what
was seen earlier (Fig. 7).

This 1.1 kb Eco RI organization

is limited to the short arm of the chromosome since when
the short arm is absent so are the fragments
lanes

2

and

3).

Most members of this

(Fig.

18,

family are thus

outside the centromere, but a few are present at the centromere since some high molecular weight DNA hybridization
is seen in lane 7 of Fig. 18.

No hybridization is detected

in lane 3 which contains the same DNA as lane 7.

This

discrepancy may be due to the same difference in efficiency
of detection
scribed above.

for

low and high molecular weight DNA de-

These results and those from the low strin-

gency hybridization (Fig. 17) indicate that some members of
the

550

bp Hind

III

family

are centromeric in location

while most are on the short arm outside the centromere.
This work shows that using somatic cell hybrids containing chromosomal DNA with and without the centromeric
region gives a much better indication as to the location of
these alphoid DNA sequences relative to the centromere of a
particular chromosome than does the in situ hybridization
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technique.

The 340-680 bp Eco RI family is limited to the

short arm of chromosome 21 and is likely pericentromeric in
location.

The 550bp Hind III and 2. O kb Barn HI families

have some members located at the centromere of chromosome
21 while most members are on the short arm outside the
centromere. All three families are absent from the long arm
of chromosome 21.
These results and those of other studies can be used
to construct an alphoid centromeric map of chromosome 21,
showing

the

location

of

the

various

alphoid

relative to the centromere and to each other.
(Fig. 19) will be described and justified below.

families
The map
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Figure ·l.;Determining Sequence Mismatch Permitted Under
~.··High Stringency Hybridization Conditions
Five di:~fere:nt cloned 5sDNAs, each containing a repeat unit
composed· ..of a .5s RNA gene plus spacer region, were excised
from the plasmid vector, blotted onto Gene Screen Plus, and
hybridized. with two different 5s DNA clones under high
stringency. Under stringent hybridization conditions the
probe binds only to the 120bp 5s RNA gene since the various
spacer regions are much less similar in sequence than are
the gene regions. The amount of base-pair mismatch between
the 120bp genes is indicated below.
Lane 1

Xbol hybridized with Xlsll probe (3.5% mismatch)

Lane 2

Xbsl hybridized with Xlsll probe (1.6% mismatch)

Lane 3

Xlsll hybridized with Xlsll probe (0% mismatch)

Lane 4

Xlo31 hybridized with Xbol probe (4.3% mismatch)

Lane 5

Xltl hybridized with Xbol probe (3.5% mismatch)

Lane 6

Xbol hybridized with Xbol probe (0% mismatch)

Stringent hybridization conditions were used:
Hybridization overnight at 55°c.
The second set of washes were done with . OOlXSSC plus 1%
SDS at 65°c for 30 minutes, with the first and third set of
washes done under standard conditions as indicated in the
Materials and Methods.
The figure demonstrates
maximum 4.3% mismatch.

that

these

conditions

allow

a
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Figure.2~,0rganization
#""

;,.·.>

of Seguences in the pHE340-64

.·· Subfamily

Placen~l~·.. DNA

(right lane of each pair) and 153-E9A DNA
(left; l:ane of ,each pair) were digested with the restriction
enzymes l.ndd.cated below, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and
probed .with pHE340-64 under high stringency conditions such
that _only.members of this subfamily are detected.

Hybridization overnight was at 5o 0 c and second set of
washes were done with O. lXSSC and 1%SDS at 65°c for 30
minutes, with the first and third set of washes done under
standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Sizes of selected fragments in kb are indicated. The 4.3kb
fragment in the left lane of each pair is an internal
standard.
A=Alu I, B=Bam HI, E=Eco RI and H=Hind III
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Figure 3,. Organization of Sequences in the pHE34-30
. •· Subfamily
. "· -

DNA (right lane of each pair) and 153-E9A DNA
(left ··1ane' o{ each pair) were digested with the restriction
enz ymes ·· . indicated below, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and
probeQ with pHE340-30 under high stringency conditions such
that onl~ members of this subfamily are detected.
Place~tal

Hybridization overnight was at ss 0 c and second set of
washes · were done with . 002XSSC and 1%SDS at 6s 0 c for 3 o
minutes, with the first and third set of washes done under
standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Sizes of selected fragments in kb are indicated. The 4.3kb
fragment in the left lane of each pair is an internal
standard.
A=Alu I, B=Bam HI, E=Eco RI, H=Hind III
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Figur~ . 4- ~

Organization of Sequences in the pHE340-77
· ~· , ·· ·Subfamily
,

~ .

.

Placery~af · pNA

(right lane of each pair) and 153-E9A DNA
(left fape of , each pair) were digested with the restriction
enzymes 'indicated below, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and
probed· w~th pHE340-77 under high stringency conditions
detecting only members of this subfamily.
Hybridization overnight was at 55°c and second set of
washes were done with . 002XSSC and 1%SDS at 65°c for 30
minutes, with the first and third set of washes done under
standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Sizes of selected fragments in kb are indicated. The 4.3kb
fragment in the left lane of each pair is an internal
standard.
A=Alu I, B=Bam HI, E=Eco RI, H=Hind III
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Figure _5 , Organization of Sequences in the pHE340-76
..- . Subfamily

.. .

Placentat · DNA (right lane of each pair) and 153-E9A DNA
( le~t '·1a·n.e· O·f each pair) were digested with the restriction
enzymes ·· ._ indibated below, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and
probed with pHE340-76 under high stringency conditions
det~cting only members of this subfamily.
Hybridization overnight was at 5o 0 c and second set of
washes . were done with O. lXSSC and 1%SDS at 65°c for 30
minutes, with the first and third set of washes done under
standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Sizes of selected fragments in kb are indicated. The 4.3kb
fragment in the left lane of each pair is an internal
standard.
A=Alu I, B=Bam HI, E=Eco RI, H=Hind III
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Figur~ . G ~
~. ··

.

Orqanization of Sequences in the 2.0kb Bam HI
·
Alphoid
Family
.

..

.

Placen,~ar'

.DNA (right lane of each pair) and 153-E9A DNA
(left l~ne o~ each pair) were digested with the restriction
enzymes .':i:nC:licated below, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and
probed ~ith pXBRI under high stringency conditions
detecting only members of this family.
Hybridization overnight was at 37°c and second set of
washes · were done with O. lXSSC and 1%SDS at 65°c for 30
minutes, with the first and third set of washes done under
standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Sizes of selected fragments in kb are indicated. The 4.3kb.
fragment in the left lane of each pair is an internal
standard.
A=Alu I, B=Bam HI, E=Eco RI, H=Hind III
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Figure ··7 : , organization of Sequences in the 550bp Hind III
~; ·
Family

..

Placerit.c;tl DNA (right lane of each pair) and 153E9A DNA
(left lane ,of' each pair) were digested with the restriction
enzymes ihdicated below, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and
probed. with pHH550-31 under high stringency conditions
detecting only members of this family.
overnight was at so 0 c and second set of
washes were done with O. lXSSC and 1%SDS at 65°c for 30
minutes, with the first and third set of washes done under
standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Hybrid~za~ion

Sizes of selected fragments in kb are indicated. The 4.3kb
fragment in the left lane of each pair is an internal
standard.
A=Alu I, B=Bam HI, E=Eco RI, H=Hind III
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Figure .. 8 ~ Blot Containing DNA from Total Cosmid Library
· . · · Probed with Various Alphoid Probes
"'•·'

.. .

Total· .·DN/\· 'from the human cosmid library was digested with
the :va'i :-ious r,estriction enzymes indicated below and probed
with th~ . foilowing alphoid probes. The left panel was
probed. with pHE340-9 I the middle panel was probed with
pHE3 ~ 0-30. and the right panel was probed with pHE340-64.
The blot . was hybridized under standard hybridization
conditions as indicated in the Materials and Methods.
The 340bp repeat is indicated.
B=Bam HI, E=Eco RI, H=Hind III
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Figure ~· 9 ,. Copy Number Determination of the pHE340-64
Alphoid Subfamily in the Total Genome
Genqmi6 :DNA was digested with restriction endonuclease Eco
RI and ·blo~ted on Gene Screen Plus (lanes 3, 5 and 7) along
with HE".H0-64 DNA representing different copy numbers of
this sub£amily in the genome (other numbered lanes).
The . blot was probed with pHE340-64
conditions detecting only members of
Hybridization was at 5o 0 c overnight
washes were done with o. lXSSC plus
minutes. The first and third set of
standard conditions as indicated
Methods.
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane

1
2
3
4
5
6

under high stringency
this subfamily.
and the second set of
1%SDS at 65°c for 30
washes were done under
in the Materials and

contains 500 copies of HE340-64 DNA
contains 1000 copies of HE340-64 DNA
contains 5ug placental DNA
contains 2000 copies of HE340-64 DNA
contains 5ug placental DNA
contains 5000 copies of HE340-64 DNA
7 contains 5ug placental DNA
8 contains 10,000 copies of HE340-64 DNA
9 contains 20,000 copies of HE340-64 DNA
10 contains 50,000 copies of HE340-64 DNA
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Copy Number Determination of the pHE340-64
· · Alphoid Subfamily on Chromosome 21

Figur~ - lD~
..- ...

153-E9~ · bNA. containing total DNA from chromosome 21 was
digest.ed w.lth , restriction endonuclease Eco RI and blotted
on Gene ~creen Plus (lanes 2 and 4) along with HE340-64 DNA
representing different copy numbers of this subfamily on
the ~hromosome (other numbered lanes).

blot was probed with pHE340-64
conditions detecting only members of
Hybridization was at 5o 0 c overnight
washes were done with o. lXSSC plus
minutes. The first and third set of
standard conditions as indicated
Methods.
Th~

Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains

under high stringency
this subfamily.
and the second set of
1%SDS at 65°c for 30
washes were done under
in the Materials and

200 copies of HE340-64 DNA
5ug of 153-E9A DNA
400 copies of HE340-64 DNA
5ug of 153E9A DNA
850 copies of HE340-64 DNA
1700 copies of HE340-64 DNA
4300 copies of HE340-64 DNA
8500 copies of HE340-64 DNA
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Figure lf .; Copy Number Determination of the 2. Okb Barn HI
~. ·· 'Alphoid Family on Chromosome 21
'

.

•,.

'

Bug of .· ~~i~~gA DNA containing total DNA from chromosome 21
was dige~ted " with restriction endonuclease Barn HI and
blotted on·G~ne Screen Plus (lanes 3 and 5) along with XBRI
DNA repres.enting different copy numbers of this family on
the chromosome (other numbered lanes).
The blot was probed with pXBRI under high stringency
conditiohs detecting only members of this family.
Hybridization was at 37°C overnight and the second set of
washes were done with O. lXSSC plus 1%SDS at 65°c for 3 O
minutes. The first and third set of washes were done under
standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B
9

contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains
contains

25 copies of XBRI DNA
50 copies of XBRI DNA
Bug of 153-E9A DNA
75 copies of 153-E9A DNA
Bug of 153 E9A DNA
100 copies of XBRI DNA
150 copies of XBRI DNA
200 copies of XBRI DNA
400 copies of XBRI DNA
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Figure i~~ . · copy Number Determination of the 550 bp Hind III
· ..- ·Alphoid Family in the Total Genome
,.

.. .

•· '

o. lug . . _o f · 'genomic

DNA was digested with restriction
endonuc!ease ijind III and blotted on Gene Screen Plus
(lanes 2 ~ , ~nd 4) along with HH550-31 DNA representing
different · copy numbers of this family on the chromosome
(othe~ numbered lanes).
The blot was probed with pHH550-31 under normal stringency
conditions detecting only members of this family.
Hybridization was at 37°c overnight and the washes were
done Standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane
Lane

1 contains 25,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
2 contains O.lug genomic DNA
3 contains 50,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
4 contains O.lug genomic DNA
5 contains 75,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
6 contains 100,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
7 contains 200,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
8 contains 300,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
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Figure 'i3. , Copy Number Determination of the 550bp Hind III
· . · · - Alphoid Family on Chromosome 21
;.

Bug of · .~5i:..E9A DNA containing total DNA from chromosome 21
was d,ig~sted V[ith restriction endonuclease Hind III and
blotted oh . Gene Screen Plus (lanes 2 and 4) along with
HH550-31 DNA representing different copy numbers of this
family on chromosome 21 (other numbered lanes).
The blot was probed with pHH550-31 under normal stringency
conditions detecting only members of this family.
Hybridization was at 31°c overnight and washes were done
Under standard conditions as indicated in the Materials and
Methods.
Lane 1 contains 250 copies of HH550-31 DNA
Lane 2 contains 8ug of 153-E9A DNA
Lane 3 contains 500 copies of HH550-31 DNA
Lane 4 contains 8ug of 153-E9A DNA
Lane 5 contains 1,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
Lane 6 contains 2,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
Lane 7 contains 5,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
Lane 8 contains 10,000 copies of HH550-31 DNA
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Table 1 . . Copy Numbers of the Various Alphoid Families and
~~bfamilies in the Total Genome and on Chromosome

. ~ 2 J::
.,

Copy numtie!S 'were determined as described in Materials and
Methods. Hybridization conditions were specific for each
alphoid repeat such that it did not cross-hybridize with
other tamilles or subfamilies (see text). The copy number
studies of the 550bp Hind III family were performed under
both standard and high stringency conditions.
The copy number of 222, 000 deduced for the complete 340680bp Eco RI family comes from the study of Schmookler Reis
and Goldstein (1980).
Due to the high stringency conditions used, there was some
difficulty in determining the copy numbers for several of
the 340-680bp Eco RI subfamilies studied (see text). Under
these circumstances,
a maximum amount of copies was
determined, accompanied by the (<) symbol.
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ALPHOID REPEAT

340-680 Eco RI
Family

COPY NUMBER IN
HAPLOID GENOME

COPY NUMBER
PER
CHROMOSOME 21

222,000 copies
<1000 copies

<100 copies

HE340-30 (340bp)

1500 copies

<100 copies

HE340-64 (340bp)

3000 copies

500 copies

HE340-76 (680bp)

41,000 copies

4500 copies

HE340-77 (680 bp)

13,000 copies

250 copies

XBRI (2000 bp)

32,000 copies

50 copies

HH550-31 (550bp)
(low stringency)

44,000 copies

2500 copies

HH550-31 (550 bp)
(High stringency)

12,000 copies

250 copies

HE340-9 (340bp)
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Figure 14. r,.ocalization of the 340-680bP Eco RI Alphoid
· .Family on Chromosome 21
~

.... .

.

Placenti=ll . · DNA · and DNA containing total or fragments of
chromosome . 21· were digested with the restriction enzymes
indicated B~l0w ,' blotted on Gene Screen Plus and probed
with pHE3.4o.:..g under standard hybridization conditions (see
Materials and Methods), detecting members of the 340-680bp
Eco RI ~amily exclusively.
The DNA loaded in each lane is indicated below:
Lanes 1 and 5 contain total genomic DNA
Lanes 2 and 6 contain total chromosome 21 DNA (153-E9A DNA)
Lanes 3 and 7 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 with
the centromere (153-E7BX DNA).
Lanes 4 and 8 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 without
the centromere (2Fur1 DNA).
DNA in lanes 1 through 4 was digested with restriction
enzyme Eco RI. DNA in lanes 5 through 8 was digested with
restriction enzyme Hind III.
Sizes of selected fragments are indicated.
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Figure i ~ ; . Localization of the pHE340-76 Subfamily on
·.. ·.- Chromosome 21
~

Placenta.I :DffA and DNA containing total or fragments of
chromqsome·. 21 · ,were digested with the restriction enzymes
indicated ·· .,l;>e·l ow, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and probed
with pHE34.0-76 under high stringency conditions detecting
members of"this subfamily exclusively. Hybridization was at
5ooc overnight. The second set of washes were done with
o. lXSSC and . 1% sos at 65°c for 30 minutes. The first and
third set of washes were done according to standard
conditions (see Materials and Methods).
The DNA loaded in each lane is indicated below:
Lanes 1 and 5 contain total genomic DNA
Lanes 2 and 6 contain total chromosome 21 DNA (153-E9A DNA)
Lanes 3 and 7 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 with
the centromere (153-E7BX DNA).
Lanes 4 and 8 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 without
the centromere (2Furl DNA).
DNA in lanes 1 through 4 was digested with restriction
enzyme Eco RI. DNA in lanes 5 through 8 was digested with
restriction enzyme Hind III.
Sizes of selected fragments are indicated.
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'·

Figure 16 ~. ··· Localization of the 2. Okb Barn HI Alphoid Family
.. ·' ·6n Chromosome 21
~

.

.

,,

'

Placental· · ONA and DNA containing total or fragments of
chromos.o:irle· · 21 w,ere digested with the restriction enzymes
indicated below, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and probed
with pXBRI · under high stringency conditions exclusively
detect~ng members of this family. Hybridization was at 370c
overnight. The second set of washes were done with O.lXSSC
and 1% SDS at 65°c for 30 minutes. The first and third set
of washes · were done according to standard conditions (see
Materials and Methods).
The DNA loaded in each lane is indicated below:
Lanes 1 and 5 contain total genomic DNA
Lanes 2 and 6 contain total chromosome 21 DNA (153-E9A DNA)
Lanes 3 and 7 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 with
the centromere (153-E7BX DNA).
Lanes 4 and 8 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 without
the centromere (2Furl DNA).
DNA in lanes 1 through 4 was digested with restriction
enzyme Eco RI. DNA in lanes 5 through 8 was digested with
restriction enzyme Hind III.
Sizes of selected fragments are indicated.
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Figure ii ~ . Localization of the 550bp Hind III Alphoid
· ·' · · Family on Chromosome 21 (Low Stringency)

....

Placenta:l : :·DNA and DNA containing total or fragments of
chromosoine · i1 · 'JNere digested with the restriction enzymes
indicated ·· .below, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and probed
with pHH550-31 under standard hybridization conditions (see
Materi_als and Methods) , detecting members of this family
exclusively.
The DNA loaded in each lane is indicated below:
Lanes 1 and 5 contain total genomic DNA
Lanes 2 and 6 contain total chromosome 21 DNA (153-E9A DNA)
Lanes 3 and 7 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 with
the centromere (153-E7BX DNA).
Lanes 4 and 8 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 without
the centromere (2Furl DNA).
DNA in lanes 1 through 4 was digested with restriction
enzyme Eco RI. DNA in lanes 5 through 8 was digested with
restriction enzyme Hind III.
Sizes of selected fragments are indicated.
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Figure 18 .. Localization of the 550 bp Hind III Alphoid
. ·Family on Chromosome 21 (High Stringency)
•·· ..
~

.

.

~ '

.

Placental· · ONA and

DNA containing total or fragments of
digested with the restriction enzymes
indicated oelow, blotted on Gene Screen Plus and probed
with pHH5S0-31 under high stringency hybridization
conditi_ons, · exclusively detecting members of this family
closely related to the probe. Hybridization was at 5o 0 c
overnight. The second set of washes were done with O.lXSSC
and 1% SDS at 65°c for 30 minutes. The first and third set
of washes were done according to standard hybridization
conditions (see Materials and Methods).
The DNA loaded in each lane is indicated below:
Lanes 1 and 5 contain total genomic DNA
Lanes 2 and 6 contain total chromosome 21 DNA (153-E9A DNA)
Lanes 3 and 7 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 with
the centromere (153-E7BX DNA).
Lanes 4 and 8 contain the long arm of chromosome 21 without
the centromere (2Furl DNA).
chromos.oni~ ·.

21

w~re

DNA in lanes 1 through 4 was digested with restriction
enzyme Eco RI. DNA in lanes 5 through 8 was digested with
restriction enzyme Hind III.
Sizes of selected fragments are indicated.
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Figure 19 .·· Klphoid Centromeric Map of Chromosome 21
. ~ •····. ,.,
An alphoi~·~entromeric map has been generated of chromosome
21 by c9mpilirig .the data collected from the present study.
The right ft~nGi side of the diagram shows the cell lines
used and ~hat segment of the chromosome they contain. The
dotted line· segment assigned to the 153-E7BX cell line
indicates that this segment may or may not be present (Van
Keuren et al., 1986).
The left hand side of the diagram indicates the alphoid
families,
with the brackets indicating their location on
the chromosome. See text for the rationale of assigning
each alphoid family to the locations shown.

.

'

XBRI represents the 2.0kb Barn HI Family
550 represents the 550bp Hind III Family
340 represents the 340-680bp Eco RI Family
308 represents the 3.0kb Barn HI Family
The p308 family has been shown to be specifically located
at the centromere of chromosome 21 using these cell lines
and so has been added to the map (Van Keuren et al., 1986).
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DISCUSSION
In this study,

three different alphoid families and

five subfamilies of the 340-680 bp Eco RI family have been
found on chromosome 21, and each has a distinct pattern of
organization both on this chromosome and in the total genome.

Copy number studies show that these alphoid f am-

ilies and subfamilies are not evenly distributed throughout the genome,

with some sequences being very common on

chromosome 21 while others are quite rare.

It has also

'

been posssible to determine the arrangement of the alphoid
families and subfamilies on chromosome 21 relative to the
centromere.

While

some

members

of

the

2. O kb

Bam HI

family and the 550 bp Hind III family are located in the
centromeric region,

the majority of the alphoid sequences

are paracentromeric and limited to the short arm of the
chromosome.
Multiple Alphoid Families on a Single Chromosome
Previous

studies

(see

Literature

Review)

have

em-

phasized that each human chromosome has its own specific
alphoid

family.

However,

this

does

not

preclude

the

presence of additional alphoid sequences on a given chromosome and indeed there have been no careful studies examining the full alphoid sequence organization on a single
chromosome.
contrary to the results emphasized in previous work,
the current study has determined that a number of alphoid
93
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families and subfamilies can be found on a single chromosome

(in this case,

chromosome 21)

under high stringency

conditions which do not allow cross-hybridization between
different alphoid sequences.

This may indicate that all

chromosomes

alphoid

contain

multiple

families

and

sub-

families.
All

the

alphoid

chromosome 21.

families

However,

examined

were

found

on

each of these families is also

found on other chromosomes, as indicated by the additional
fragments found in the genomic lanes of the Southern blot
analyses, which are absent on chromosome 21 (Figs. 2,5, 6,
and 7) .

Thus,

the organization of each family on chro-

mosome 21 is a subset of that found in the total genome.
This indicates that the organization of an alphoid family
is not the same for every chromosome on which it occurs.
The 340-680 bp Eco RI family was found to be primarily organized as 340 and 680 bp Eco RI repeats on chromosome 21.

(Fig.

14,

lane 2).

However, on other chromo-

somes this family can be found to be organized as 1.28 and
2.6 kb Hind III fragments, which are not present on chromosome 21 (Fig.14, lanes 5 and 6).
Members of the 2.0kb Barn HI family, which was thought
to be X chromosome-specific (Yang,

et al.,

1982), can be

found on chromosome 21, even under high stringency hybridization conditions which allow only 4% base-pair mismatch.
While this family is organized primarily as 2.0 kb repeats
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on the X chromosome

(Fig.

6), members of this family are

predominantly organized as 1.36 kb Alu I and Eco RI repeats
on chromosome 21.
Similarly, the 550 bp Hind III family is organized on
chromosome 21 primarily as 1.1 kb Alu I and Eco RI fragments, but on other chromosomes many other variants can be
seen, 'including higher multiples of the 1.1 kb organization (Fig. 7).
Several alphoid families which were not used in this
study

can

also be

found

on chromosome

21.

The

pTRA-2

alphoid clone which represents a 3. 9 kb Hind III alphoid
family is found on all the human acrocentric chromosomes
including chromosome

21

(Choo

et al.,

1988).

The p308

family has also been found to be located at the centromeric
region

of

chromosome

21,

using

the

same

somatic

cell

hybrids as in the current study (Van Keuren et al., 1986).
This indicates that there can be a large number of families
on a single chromosome and thus that the organization of
alphoid sequences on a chromosome is far more complex than
originally believed.
There is evidence in the literature suggesting that
many chromosomes besides number 21 contain multiple alphoid
families.
domains

Chromosome 7 contains at least two independent
of

alpha

satellite

DNA,

not

closely related

in

sequence, and each is characterized by a different higher
order

repeat

(Waye

et

al.,

1987b).

The

p82H

family
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hybridizes to the centromeres of all the human autosomes
and the X chromosome as does the p308 family (Mitchell et
al., 1985; Jabs et al., 1986), indicating that there are at
least two alphoid families that are shared by each of the
autosomes and the X chromosome.
be an exception,

The Y chromosome seems to

with only one alphoid family presently

known to be located on it, the 5500 bp Eco RI family (Wolfe
et al., 1985).
The presence of multiple alphoid families on a particular chromosome may indicate some important functional
role.

These

sequences,

are

limited to the

centromeric

region and may act as a signal for proteins to bind.

Af-

rican green monkey alphoid repeats bind specific proteins
and

thus

alphoid

repeats

in

humans

(Strauss and Varshansky, 1984).

could

do

the

The binding of such pro-

teins could aid in the folding of the chromosome,
loping a

same

deve-

higher order structure in that region that is

functionally important.

There may be a critical quantity

of alphoid DNA that is needed, with one alphoid family not
being large enough to meet this requirement.

Thus,

the

actual sequence of an alphoid family may not play a critical role.

on the other hand,

there may be a critical

amount of certain alphoid sequences necessary to perform a
function, including chromosome-specific ones, which may act
as recognition sites for chromosome pairing of homologous
chromosomes.
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Conversely, the presence of multiple alphoid families
on a

single chromosome may be an accident of evolution.

These

multiple

families

may

be the

result of

initially

chromosome-specific sequences moving to other areas of the
genome.

Chromosome specific repeats may arise through an

amplification event.

These amplified repeats would not be

under selective pressure to remain in the area,

and may

move to other areas of the genome by some kind of nonhomologous recombination event involving alphoid repeats on
other chromosomes.

There is evidence suggesting that non-

homologous recombination occurs between human chromosomes,
as indicated by an identical 680 bp Eco RI subfamily sequence
al.,

residing

1987).

on

chromosomes

21

and

13

(Jorgensen et

Another possible way of transmitting alphoid

families to other chromosomes would be by generation of
extrachromosomal alphoid DNA
and Potter, 1985).
mologous

or

(Kiyama et al.,

1986; Jones

A recombination event between two ho-

non-homologous

block of alphoid repeats,

chromosomes

may

generate

a

larger than the critical length

permitted by the particular location on a chromosome.

This

may result in the excision of the extra alphoid repeats and
their packaging into extrachromosomal circular DNAs (Kiyama
et al., 1986).

These circular entities can undergo degra-

dation, or they may insert themselves into a chromosome in
another area of the genome and may amplify, replacing other
repeats,

already

there

or

coexisting with them.

These
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types of processes may explain how variants of the 2.0 kb
Bam HI

family

though this

came to be

found

on chromosome

21,

even

family may have originated on the X chromo-

some.
Alphoid Subfamilies
All the 340-680 bp Eco RI subfamilies studied were
found on chromosome 21 with the characteristic 340 bp Eco
RI dimer being the basic organization.

However, each sub-

family had its own characteristic organization on chromosome 21 as well as in the overall genome.

As with the

alphoid families, a subfamily's organization on chromosome
21 was not identical to that in the whole genome.

This is

the first study to indicate that subfamilies of a particular alphoid family have distinct organizations.

Whether

or not this has any functional significance remains to be
determined.

These 340-680 bpEco RI repeats are thus not

just sequence variants spread through the family, but represent another level of suborganization within the family
on chromosome 21 and in the overall genome.

Thus both or-

ganization and sequence define a subfamily.
We can consider that these subfamilies are arranged
in one of two ways with respect to each other:

1)

each

subfamily may exist as a cluster in a separate domain or 2)
subfamily clusters may be intermixed with each other.

Of

the two possibilities, the former is most likely because of
what is known about the organization of alphoid sequences.
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Out of register recombination models predict a

homogeni-

zation of sequence such that similar sequences are linked
to each other and not intermixed with less similar sequences (Smith et al., 1976).
gesting that

different

In fact, there is evidence sug-

families

even on the same chromosome.

lie

in

separate domains

As mentioned earlier, there

are at least two independent domains of alpha satellite DNA
on chromosome 7 with no detectable interspersion between
them (Willard et al., 1987b). In addition to this evidence,
there is a homogeneous array of alphoid sequences, uninterrupted by other sequences,

which is located in a

single

block of DNA on the Y chromosome which is 575 kb in length
(Tyler-Smith and Brown, 1987).
No Hind III variants were found in any of the 340680 bp Eco RI alphoid subfamilies studied,
internal Hind III restriction sites.

indicating no

Other members of the

340-680 bp Eco RI family do contain Hind III variants (Fig.
14) ,

but these variants are not found within the regions

occupied by the 340-680 bp Eco RI subfamilies studied.
already indicated,

As

sequences more closely related to each

other tend to be clustered together and those with divergent sequences tend to be located in other regions (Smith
et al.,

1976).

If this is the case,

then another higher

level of organization can be proposed for the alphoid subfamilies studied.

The subfamilies lacking Hind III vari-

ants

separate domain.

each have

a

These domains could

100

then be grouped in a
that

containing

variants.

separate area

subfamilies

These

which

considerations

( "superdomain")
do

possess

emphasize

from

Hind

the

III

extreme

complexity of alphoid sequence organization.
Copy Numbers and Genomic Distribution
Copy number studies of the various alphoid families
and subfamilies on chromosome 21 and in the genome indicate

that

these

sequences

throughout the genome.
which

alphoid

families

are

not

evenly

distributed

There are two possible ways in
and

subfamilies

could be

evenly

distributed: 1) If a whole body of alphoid repeats defines
the functional

unit of a centromere,

the copy number of

each family and subfamily within such a unit would be the
same on each chromosome throughout the genome,

since the

centromeres would be of equal size, despite the size of the
individual chromosomes.

Thus you would expect chromosome

21, as well as any other chromosome, to contain 1/23 or 4%
of all the different alphoid families and subfamilies studied.

2) If the alphoid families and subfamilies are not

strictly centromeric in location, and are distributed according to the size of the chromosome,

you would expect

chromosome 21 to contain 2% of all alphoid families and
subfamilies,

since

chromosome

21

contributes

2%

of

the

genome (Graham, et al., 1984).
The copy number profiles
families

and

subfamilies

of the different alphoid

studied

indicate

that

these
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alphoid sequences are not evenly distributed, according to
either of the above expectations.
is

either

under-

or

A given alphoid sequence

over-represented

on

chromosome

21.

Some of the subfamilies were found in relatively high copy
number on chromosome 21,
genome.

the smallest chromosome in the

For example, the HE340-76 subfamily was found in

4500 copies on chromosome 21.
this

subfamily

HE340-64

are

Thus 11% of the copies of

contributed

by

chromosome

21.

The

subfamily has 17% of its copies found on chro-

mosome 21.

All of the other families and subfamilies stu-

died had between O.16% and 5. 6% of their members located
on chromosome 21.

Clearly, these sequences are not distri-

buted in the genome according to any regular pattern.
The large variation in copy number of the alphoid
families and subfamilies studied may be an indication of
how often sequences move between chromosomes due to chance
evolutionary events or an indication of how long a particular sequence has been on a

chromosome.

A large copy

number of a particular family on a chromosome may suggest
that the family originated on that chromosome recently, did
not have the opportunity to interact with other chromosomes, and therefore has not yet been interspersed throughout the genome in large numbers.

on the other hand,

a

family or subfamily in high copy number on a particular
chromosome, could be very old, be of critical importance to
the chromosome,

and thus be under selective pressure to
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stay on this chromosome.

For example, the 2.0 kb Barn HI

repeat may have an important function on the X chromosome,
while the 0.16% of this family's members found on chromosome 21 may be an accident of a rare recombination event.
Even though a particular repeat of a family may be under
selective

pressure

to

stay

on

a

particular

chromosome,

other members of the family may be free to migrate to other
areas over time.
An Alphoid Centromeric Map
The use of DNA from cell lines containing fragments
of chromosome 21 has permitted construction of an alphoid
centromeric map of this chromosome, giving some idea of how
these

alphoid

families

are

located

other and to the centromere.

in

relation to each

All three families were found

to be mostly pericentromeric in location and exclusively
limited to the short arm of chromosome 21 (Fig. 19).

The

lack of a symmetrical arrangement around the centromere and
absence from the centromeric region,

argues that the al-

phoid sequences have no centromeric function.

The pre-

iously mentioned relationship between the CEN sequence in
~

cervisiae (Carbon, 1984)

quences

(Doering et al.,

and that of human alphoid se-

1987)

may thus be a

fortuitous

one without functional significance.
The alphoid families were mapped as single blocks on
the

chromosome

since

alphoid

families

tend

to

occur

in

clusters and lie in separate domains, not intermixed with
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each other,

as previously mentioned

Tyler-Smith and Brown, 1987).

(Waye et al.,

1987;

We have shown that some mem-

bers of the 550 bp Hind III family are located in the centromeric

region

of

short arm (Fig. 17).

chromosome

21 while most are on the

Very few members of the 2.0 kb Bam HI

family are found at the centromere of chromosome 21 (Fig.
16), with most members being located on the short arm.

It

is likely that the 2.0 kb Bam HI family is found in a block
distally located in relation to the block of the 550 bp
Hind III family, since the 550 bp Hind III family has many
more of its members located within the centromeric region
than does the 2.0 kb Bam HI family.

However, if both the

2.0 kb Bam HI and 550 bp Hind III alphoid families are located at the centromere and on the short arm, they cannot
each be in a continuous block, thus implying that there is
greater than one cluster for either the 2. O kb Bam HI or
550 bp Hind III family.

The 340-680 bp Eco RI family is

completely absent from the centromere (Fig.14), and so is
distal to the 2.0 kb Bam HI and 550 bp Hind III families,
and located further out on the short arm (Fig. 19).
ther

detailed

ization

on

analysis

this

of

chromosome

the

alphoid

awaits

sequence

studies

using

Fur-

organipulsed

field gel electrophoresis or analysis of cosmid clones.
The evidence described above suggests that alphoid
sequences in a given family are not found in a continuous
block.

A recent

investigation

by

Choo

and

co-workers
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( 1987)

also indicates that an alphoid sequence family on

chromosome 17 is arranged in multiple clusters. Thus, the
organization of these alphoid families and subfamilies is
more complex than previously thought.
Very little is known about the short arm of chromosome 21. However, it is known that there is a 1 to 2 million base-pair region of ribosomal genes on the short arm
that is flanked by a quinacrine fluorescently staining DNA
stalk at the telomere and by satellite III DNA sequences
adjacent to the centromere.
the

fluorescent

DNA

There is no known function for

(Schmickel et al. ,

1985) •

The only

known expressed genes in this area are those of ribosomal
RNA which are known to be associated with the cell nucleolus (Schmickel et al., 1985).

Since the distal portion of

the short arm of the chromosome is presently known to be
composed only of ribosomal DNA and a fluorescent DNA stalk,
those alphoid families found on the short arm of this chromosome and those extending from the centromere to the short
arm cannot be anywhere else but the paracentromeric region
The region of chromosome 21 that has been mapped in
this study encompasses the area where Robertsonian translocations frequently occur.

These translocations are re-

combinations of whole chromosome arms between acrocentric
chromosomes rather than breaks at fragile sites (Therman et
al., 1986).

The nucleolus organizing or acrocentric chro-

mosomes-13, 14, 15, 21 and 22 all contain the stalk at the
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telomere of the short arm as well as ribosomal genes.

Gen-

etic exchanges between ribosomal gene clusters have been
known to occur between the non-homologous nucleolar organizing chromosomes

(Krystal

et al.,

1981) .

Due to the

close physical proximity which the acrocentric chromosomes
experience in. the nucleolus and due to their structural
similarity, genetic exchanges probably occur at an abnormally high rate.

Evidently,

this results in acrocentric

chromosomes sharing some similar sequences, as indicated by
a 680 bp Eco RI alphoid subfamily residing on chromosomes
21 and 13 which are identical in sequence
al.

I

1987)

(Jorgensen et

o

Since in the present work alphoid families have been
found to be paracentromeric in location on the short arm of
chromosome 21,

and given the fact

that all

acrocentrics

have the same basic short arm structure, it is very likely
that alphoid
acrocentrics.

sequences are paracentromeric on the other
Moreover,

all

the acrocentric chromosomes

probably possess large blocks of alphoid sequences of similar organization to that found on chromosome 21.

Given

this proposed organization, there would be substantial opportunity for out-of-register recombination to occur frequently between alphoid blocks in paracentromeric regions
on

non-homologous

acrocentric

chromosomes.

These

large

blocks of alphoid repeats, all of which are A+T-rich, may
contribute to the instability of the double helix in this
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region, thus further facilitating recombination.
Such

a

process may

indeed be

Robertsonian translocations.
result

in a

the

basis

for

many

These rearrangements usually

hybrid chromosome containing a

long arm of

another acrocentric chromosome in addition to its own long
arm,

with

the

short

arms usually

lost

(Therman,

1986).

Robertsonian translocations do not seem to affect the phenotype of a balanced carrier (Thermann, 1986).

The dele-

tion of the short arms of the acrocentric chromosomes does
not have any damaging effects, as might be expected, since
no other functioning genes are present except for ribosomal genes.
In about 3% of the patients with Down syndrome, the
extra 21st chromosome is attached to another chromosome,
usually as
centric

a

result of centric

chromosome

(Therman,

fusion to another acro-

1986).

A person having a

Robertsonian translocation in the germ line which results
in the long arm of chromosome 21 being on another chromosome

can have

an

offspring with

Down

Syndrome.

These

patients with Down syndrome will have a total of only 4 6
chromosomes

instead

of

4 7.

Most

of

the

trans location

events leading to Down syndrome usually involve chromosomes
14 and 21, both acrocentrics (14q21q)
In

addition,

(Therman 198&).

Robertsonian translocations which

in-

volve the arms or the centromeres may result in dicentric
(having two

centromeres)

or acentric

(having no centro-
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meres)

chromosomes,

which may result

in abnormal

chromo-

some separation during anaphase (Therman, 1986).
Therefore,
nificant

basis

phenotypes.

Robertsonian translocations
for

The

Down

results

syndrome
of

the

basis for these translocations,
basic

chromosome

structural

and

a

sig-

deleterious

present work suggest a

thus demonstrating that a

study

can

information concerning possible causes
normalities and genetic diseases.

other

form

lead

to

important

for karyotype ab-
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